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Introduction 

It is well known that optimal maintenance of cerebral hemodynamics is 

important to reduce the risk for secondary brain injury in neurosurgical patients. 

Acute Neurological illness like Traumatic brain injury, Subarachnoid haemorrhage, 

Intracerebral haemorrhage, Ischemic stroke, Meningitis/Encephalitis and Brain 

tumours can affect cerebral hemodynamics. Measurements of Intracranial pressure 

(ICP) and Cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) are of paramount importance to guide 

the management in these conditions to avoid secondary brain injury due to 

inadequate cerebral blood flow.  

CBF is influenced by multiple factors including systemic arterial pressure, 

position of the head with respect to heart, venous and CSF drainage, and vascular 

tone of cerebral vessels. In a normal individual, as the head is raised, homeostatic 

reflexes maintain the systemic arterial pressure. The higher level of the head above 

the heart reduces perfusion pressure to the head, but the intracranial pressure is also 

reduced because of the improved venous drainage. Together with an intact 

autoregulation response of the cerebral vasculature, the net effect is little change in 

CBF. However, in patients with impaired autoregulation, a raise in head position 

may theoretically diminish CBF. (1-4) 

Different studies demonstrated that cerebral perfusion in patients with 

tumours is altered in correlation to location, size and histology of the tumour. Some 

studies refute them and state that autoregulation is intact in these patients with 

tumours regardless of location and size with a normal level of consciousness. Direct 

measurement of cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) as the difference between mean 
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arterial pressure (MAP) and intracranial pressure (lCP) produces a number that does 

not express the adequacy of brain perfusion. (5) 

American Association of Neurological Surgeons and the Brain Trauma 

Foundation (4th ed, 2016) do not include specific recommendations for optimal 

patient positioning practices after severe brain injury. Current positioning practices 

in neurocritical care units are largely based on studies in TBI patients that suggest 

head of bed (HOB) elevation may reduce ICP. There is no consensus on the degree 

of elevation for best practice. 300 of head elevation are believed to be associated 

with improvements in ICP and CPP. (6,7) 

Greater emphasis is focused on maintenance of adequate cerebral perfusion 

pressure (CPP), but does this ensure sufficient perfusion of the brain is a matter of 

debate. Perfusion pressure by itself is the propulsion force only; it does not 

determine the distribution of cerebral blood flow (CBF), ensure adequate collateral 

circulation, nor account for variations in the venous outflow path. CPP is rather a 

determinant of cerebral blood flow than a definite number. (8,9) Despite the 

importance of CPP values, there is huge confusion regarding the measurement of 

MAP based on the position of transducer level with varying positions of patients 

adding to the inaccuracies in measurements. Most patients with neurological injury 

are managed with head elevation and the level of zero calibration is important to 

measure an accurate CPP. Unfortunately, we find that studies behind the 

recommended CPP thresholds often do not elaborate on how MAP and CPP were 

measured. (6, 10-15) 
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           A noninvasive method, Transcranial Doppler can be used to measure the 

blood flow velocities in basal arteries as a surrogate measure of cerebral blood flow. 

Transcranial colour Doppler (TCCD) ultrasound is a valid measure of blood flow 

velocity in the major cerebral arteries and is an accepted index of cerebral 

autoregulation. This has an advantage of providing cerebrovascular imaging with 

structural flow map of cerebral blood vessels. (10,11) 

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), a non-invasive optical technology, is an 

indirect monitor of cerebral perfusion. Regional cerebral oxygen saturation (rScO2) 

of the frontal cortex is determined by comparing the specific absorbance patterns of 

oxygenated and non-oxygenated haemoglobin to near-infrared light. When CBF 

decreases, tissue oxygen extraction will increase to maintain cerebral metabolism 

with an eventual decrease in haemoglobin saturation. In the presence of a stable 

metabolic rate, rScO2 is therefore an indirect measure of CBF and provides 

information on organ ischemia. (11)  

However, there is surprisingly little literature, with inconsistent findings on 

the impact of changes in head positioning on cerebral hemodynamics and associated 

parameters. Very few studies about the postural influences on cerebral 

hemodynamics have been done in postoperative setting of neurosurgical patients. 

We decided to observe these changes in supine HOB 00, 300 and 600.  We conducted 

this prospective, observational study to examine the effects of patient’s HOB 

positioning on NIRS, Cerebral blood flow velocities, Estimated CPP, and MAP after 

craniotomy for intracranial tumours.   
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Normal Cerebral Physiology 

The brain is about 2% of body weight and consumes 20% of the body’s total 

oxygen uptake. The brain being a highly metabolically active organ needs continuous 

blood flow to maintain the brain functions. Cerebral blood flow (CBF) is closely 

associated with cerebral tissue metabolism. This makes the human brain particularly 

sensitive to changes in blood flow. CBF is defined as the blood volume that flows per 

unit mass per unit time in brain tissue and is typically expressed in units of ml ∕ 100-gram 

tissue per minute. The driving pressure for CBF is termed as cerebral perfusion pressure 

(CPP), and the resistance is total cerebrovascular resistance (CVR) whose main sources 

of CVR being small arteries and pial arterioles. (1,2) 

Cerebral vasculature is capable of adjusting blood flow throughout a wide range 

of physiological states and challenges.(2) Cerebral Autoregulation (CA) is the 

homeostatic process of regulation of CBF in response to changes in CPP and 

encompasses the integrated myogenic, metabolic, and neurologic adjustments made to 

maintain steady CBF.(3) The way CA is achieved is through the regulation of CVR, 

which is done most effectively by modulating the radius of cerebral small arteries and 

arterioles. In patients with intact CA, the increase in MAP is counteracted by constriction 

of vessels, which increases the resistance, to flow and thus maintains the CBF. The 

converse is known to occur in states of low MAP in order to rebalance the CBF.  

Static cerebral autoregulation is the relationship between mean CPP and CBF 

under steady-state conditions, whereas dynamic cerebral autoregulation refers to the 

vascular responses to dynamic changes in blood pressure (e.g. with changes in posture, 

respiratory changes, or even closed vs open eyelids).(4) However, there is no evidence 
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for presence of different physiologic pathways for the short and long-term regulation of 

CBF. (3,4)  

 

                                                                              

The cerebrovascular reactivity to a change in MAP occurs if CA is working properly. In 

pathological conditions where CA is impaired, CBF follows MAP changes. (4)  

Pathological Alterations in CBF 

CBF and CA can be altered in patients with intracranial pathology like tumours, 

cerebrovascular disorders, traumatic brain injury (TBI), and brain surgeries. They are 

tipped off the balance and can potentially result in ischemic insult by the common 

interventions like positional changes, head elevation and invasive procedures by 

influencing cerebral hemodynamics. (5) The alterations in CBF may also cause hypoxia 

in brain cells, disruption in blood–brain barrier, oedema, acidosis and increased 

intracranial pressure (ICP) as well as secondary brain damage. When applied 
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continuously or temporarily, these alterations increase cerebral metabolism rate, decrease 

cerebral perfusion pressure, affect the CBF and may cause secondary brain damage. (5) 

Recommendations on HOB in NICU  

Neurosurgical critical care patients are either neurosurgical emergency cases like 

traumatic brain injury (TBI) and cerebrovascular pathologies admitted for neurological 

monitoring and early therapeutic interventions or elective neurosurgical patients admitted 

for close observation of consciousness and neurological deficits to detect early 

postoperative complications. Cerebral perfusion in patients with tumours can be altered 

depending on its location, size and histology of the tumour. The alteration may be due to 

direct influence of the tumour on the surrounding brain tissue and indirectly due to raised 

intracranial pressure.  

Hypoxia and hypotension are two most important systemic secondary insults in 

patients with TBI and can be assumed to be true for postoperative neurosurgical patients 

too. (5) Despite lack of specific HOB position recommendations by the Brain Trauma 

Foundation, it is a common clinical practice in the Neurocritical care unit to raise a 

patient’s head-of-bed angle to 30° as a strategy for lowering intracranial pressure (ICP) 

and optimizing cerebral perfusion.(6) Reduction of ICP does not always lead to an 

increase in cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP), and the association between CPP and CBF 

can depend on head-of-bed-position and cerebrovascular resistance. Multimodality 

devices are used to assist with this management because monitoring ICP and CPP alone 

does not always reflect brain oxygen or metabolism adequately.  
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The Canadian Critical Care Trials Group, the American Thoracic Society and 

Infectious Diseases Society of America, and the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention recommend the use of a semi-upright position (300 to 450) intervention for the 

prevention of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP). (7) 

Meta-analysis on the impact of patient position on the incidence of VAP found 

that a 45° position significantly lowers the incidence of clinically diagnosed VAP 

compared with supine patients. (8) 

Prevention of Secondary Brain Injury 

Early detection and prevention of secondary brain injury (SBI) has become the 

primary focus of Neurocritical care. The goal of examining continuous physiologic 

endpoints with multimodality monitoring (MMM) is to capture the multifaceted and 

dynamic nature of brain injury. (9) The intracranial pressure (ICP) monitor is historically 

the most widely used brain-monitoring tool, as higher ICPs had been shown to be 

predictive of mortality. Brain Trauma Foundation (BTF) and Multi modality monitoring 

(MMM) consensus guidelines put forth recommendations for ICP monitoring in TBI and 

Acute Brain Injury patients. (10) Currently recommended device options include 

parenchymal ICP monitors and extraventricular catheters (EVD). Both require invasive 

placement with minimal risk of infection and bleeding when placed by experienced 

operators. Transcranial Doppler (TCD), EEG, pupillometry, and ultrasound measurement 

of optic nerve sheath diameter (ONSD) can do non-invasive monitoring of ICP. (11)  

Cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) is the pressure gradient for blood flow to the 

brain and is derived by subtracting ICP from MAP. Pressure transducer placement of 
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both devices should ideally be placed at the same level (tragus) to prevent an 

overestimation of true CPP; however, this practice varies widely leading to confusion 

when setting targets for the optimum management of patients in ICU. (12–18) This 

method of calculation of cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) as the difference between 

mean arterial pressure and intracranial pressure (ICP) produces a number, which may not 

always represent adequacy of the brain perfusion.  

Clinical practice for target CPP values, degree of head elevation and MAP 

calibration levels varied in different studies. Perfusion is better represented by CBF rather 

than numerical values. However, the bedside continuous monitoring of CBF is not so 

easy. Cerebral perfusion pressure and intracranial pressure are not surrogates for brain 

tissue oxygenation even if they are optimal. (19) These variations in measurement 

question the validity of results and recommendations regarding CPP, and lack of clarity 

on measurement technique results in poor clinical translation of research. Studies are 

needed to determine the differences in CPP values based on measurement location and 

their influence on outcome. (20) Kosty et al found that 50% of the studies on the CPP 

targets did not report where MAP was measured, 31% measured MAP at midaxillary, and 

19% measured MAP at the tragus. (15)  

Mcnett et al aimed to identify differences in CPP values based on measurement 

location when using Phlebostatic axis (PA) or Tragus (Tg) as anatomical reference 

points. (21) They looked in to the impact of differences on patient outcomes at discharge. 

136 Adult NICU patients, with neurological injury requiring ICP and CPP monitoring 

from seven sites were the participants in the study. They found that the values obtained 

using the Tg as reference point were significantly (10–12mmHg) lower for all 
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hemodynamic parameters (SBP, DBP, MAP, CPP) when compared to those obtained 

with the transducer at PA (p < 0.001).  

Transcranial Doppler (TCD) is a non-invasive, bedside, real time monitoring and 

diagnostic tool. TCD studies adopt mean flow velocity (MFV) as a noninvasive estimate 

of CBF (macrovascular perfusion), assuming that cross-sectional area of cerebral arteries 

is constant except for specific situations that can affect middle cerebral artery diameter 

such as vasospasm, hypercapnia, migraine attacks, and nitroglycerine or other vasoactive 

agents. Although thermal diffusion and Laser doppler flowmetry monitor microvascular 

perfusion, routine use of these techniques is limited by their invasive nature. Cerebral 

blood flow velocity of the middle cerebral artery and its indices are routinely used to 

assess components of cerebral circulation. (22) 

Transcranial Color Coded Duplex Doppler (TCCD) 

While the traditional TCD provides only velocity information of the intracranial 

vessels, with identification of blood vessels based on the depth of acquisition of signal, 

direction of flow, orientation of the probe on the patient’s skull, waveform characteristics 

and a few special maneuvers that clinicians conduct for identification. (23) Colour coded 

duplex superimposes this flow information over the surrounding anatomical structures 

and provides a real time picture of the blood vessel which aids identification. Advantages 

of TCCD over TCD are the ability to obtain angle corrected velocities based on the 

knowledge of the angle between the probe and the vessel. 

The four common acoustic windows are the trans-temporal, trans-orbital, sub 

occipital, and submandibular windows as shown in figure 2.  
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        Procedure for transtemporal TCCD:  

1. Hold the 2 MHZ probe (phased array) horizontally above the zygoma in front of 

the pinna on the temporal bone, with the probe marker anterior, in B-mode.  

2. Angle the probe slightly caudally until you see the opposite table of skull and the 

sphenoid bone, 2/3rds within the axial view of the cranium.  

3. Angle the probe cranially to see a butterfly shaped hypo echogenic area, which is 

the brainstem (midbrain).  

4. With color mode, the anterior circulation will be visualized approximately 1-1.5 

cm above the midbrain and the flow direction (color of the vessel) will be as 

depicted (Figure 3). Posterior circulation vessels will be seen immediately 

abutting the midbrain and at times circling around it. 

Figure 2 TRANSTEMPORAL WINDOWS 
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5. Using pulse wave Doppler knob, the waveform for the intended vessel is 

generated and the velocities can be measured using the software provided with the 

USG machine.  

 

Figure 3 TCCD image with the probe over the right transtemporal window 

TCCD waveform analysis has been investigated as a technique for critical closing 

pressure or zero flow pressure estimation and cerebrovascular Autoregulation. The 

Doppler spectrum of wave pattern provides important information about the flow 

characteristics in the cerebral arterial segment. (22,23) The most commonly used 

hemodynamic index used for determination of raised ICP is the Gosling Pulsatility index 

(PI). (24)     
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Figure 4 TCCD velocity–time waveform 

 

Figure 5 TCCD waveform on the monitor 

 

  TCCD generates a velocity–time waveform of cerebral blood flow from which the 

peak systolic (PSV) and end diastolic (EDV) flow velocities can be measured. (25) The 

mean flow velocity (MFV), resistance index (RI), and the Pulsatility index (PI) are 

commonly reported derivations from the waveform display (26).   

PI = (PSV - EDV)/MFV. 

With increase in intracranial vascular resistance, PSV increases and EDV reduces 

with mild decrease in MFV and the PI thus increases. PI is independent from angle of 
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insonation, as the ratio removes the effect of cosine angle factor. Normal range of PI is 

between 0.5 – 1.19. Proximal vessel stenosis or occlusion causes reactionary downstream 

vasodilation and PI decreases below 0.5, while increased downstream resistance 

(vasospasm, increased ICP) causes PI to rise above 1.19. Various regression formulae 

from data sets of multiple researchers have been derived and there is an approximate 

change of PI by 2.4% per mm Hg change in ICP. (23,25,26)  

Correction of PI with respect to blood carbon dioxide levels is particularly 

important as significant variability can occur depending on the breathing pattern of the 

patient or in some cases mechanical ventilator settings. Hyperventilation as in an anxious 

individual can significantly reduce cerebral blood flow and increase PI and in a patient 

with a depressed level of consciousness or hypoventilation reverse occurs. Therefore, 

isolated PI values should be interpreted with caution and these confounding factors 

should be accounted for. (27) 

Christian Zweifel et al found in a prospective study involving 290 NICU patients 

that the diagnostic value of PI improves with increasing ICP or decreasing CPP 

thresholds. (28) The ROC for a critical ICP threshold of 20 mm Hg was 0.64 and it was 

0.75 for a critical CPP threshold of 60 mm Hg. (28)  

 Non-invasive assessment of cerebral perfusion 

The determination of effective downstream pressure using the zero-flow pressure 

derived from the cerebral pressure–flow velocity relationships, or the critical closing 

pressure derived from Fourier analysis of the first harmonics of velocity and pressure 

waveforms, requires a rather complex computerized method (24). Aaslid in 1986 
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proposed a formula initially, which later was modified by Belfort et al to use areas under 

pulsatile amplitudes rather than under the first harmonics. The equation was further 

simplified to allow the simple use. (29,30) 

  CPPe was computed as: ABP*(FVd/FVm) + 14, where FVd is end diastolic 

velocity and FVm is mean blood flow velocity. (31) 

Czosnyka et al studied the reliability of CPP using TCD-measured CBFV in MCA 

(mean and diastolic) in 96 patients with TBI (Glasgow coma scale <13). The CPP 

measured by TCD and the calculated CPP (mean artery pressure minus ICP measured 

using an intraparenchymal sensor) were compared. The results showed that in 71% of the 

studies, the estimation error was <10 mm Hg, and in 84% of the examinations, the error 

was <15 mm Hg. The TCD method had a high positive predictive power (94%) for 

detecting low CPP (<60 mm Hg). An absolute difference between real CPP and CPPe 

was less than 10 mm Hg in 82% of measurements and less than 13 mm Hg in 90% of 

measurements. (32) 

Melek Gura et al in 2011 had analysed the correlation of the noninvasive and 

invasive values of CPP in 47 TBI patients. Intracranial pressure (ICP), mean arterial 

pressure (MAP) and MCA flow velocities of the patients were monitored. Non-invasive 

CPP was calculated ‘MAP x FVd/FVm. They had their results show a strong correlation. 

The mean values of noninvasive CPP and invasive CPP were 66.10 ± 10.55 mmHg and 

65.40 ± 10.03 mmHg respectively. The correlation between noninvasive and invasive 

CPP measurements was strongly significant (p < 0.001) with a correlation coefficient of r 

= 0.920. (33) 
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Cerebral Oxygenation 

Cerebral oximetry, a noninvasive optical technology employing NIRS, allows for 

a real-time determination of regional cerebral oxygen saturation (rScO2). It uses the same 

principles as the conventional pulse oximetry (i.e., Beer-Lambert Law), which allow for 

the determination of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin by the differential 

absorption of various near-infrared light wavelength. (34) Determination of rScO2 by 

NIRS, most often assumes a fixed ratio of 70:30 or 75:25 for the venous and arterial 

blood volume, based on anatomical evidence, not taking the capillary blood volume 

(approximately 5%) into account. Cerebral oximeters do not provide an indicator of 

oxygen delivery but rather provide information on balance between regional oxygen 

supply and demand. (35) 

Near-infrared light with a wavelength of 650–940 nm penetrates the skull to 

underlying cerebral tissue and are absorbed by metal complex chromophores: 

haemoglobin, bilirubin, and the cytochromes. The absorption spectrum for deoxygenated 

haemoglobin is 650–1000 nm and oxygenated haemoglobin 700–1150 nm. The isosbestic 

point where the absorption spectra for oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin are the 

same can be used to calculate total tissue haemoglobin concentration. 

The main determinants of rScO2 include oxygen content of the blood, CBF, tissue 

diffusivity of oxygen, and cerebral metabolic rate for oxygen. Factors that affect blood 

oxygen content and cerebral metabolic rate are relatively stable over short periods of 

time; it is proposed that rScO2 might serve as a surrogate for CBF during bedside 
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monitoring. Using rScO2 signals from a standard NIRS monitor, specialized computer 

software calculates the continuous correlation between low-frequency changes in rScO2 

and MAP to render the variable cerebral oximetry index (COx). If autoregulation is 

intact, the CBF and MAP do not correlate, and COx is zero or negative and vice versa. 

(36)  

Significant rScO2 desaturation indicates reduced oxygen delivery due to 

compromised cerebral perfusion or decreased oxygen content in blood. Decrease of 20 % 

from baseline or an absolute value of 50 % is considered as being the trigger for 

intervention. Desaturation can be managed systematically by increasing CPP (with 

vasopressor or atropine), increasing venous return (leg elevation/compression, fluids), 

facilitating cerebral venous drainage (adjusting head position, lowering airway pressure) 

or increasing blood oxygen content (FiO2 and haemoglobin). (36) 

     Limitations - 

 Blood from an extracranial source can create erroneously low measurement.  

 Cerebral oximeters only measure regional cerebral oxygenation.  

 Cerebral oximeters do not identify a cause for the desaturation.    

NIRS cerebral oximetry gives insight regarding the oxygen delivery and 

utilization. It also gives potential benefits of an intuitive approach to the individualization 

of care. Despite an ever-growing body of literature, which is repeatedly describing an 

association between impaired rScO2 and adverse perioperative outcomes, NIRS awaits 

further validation in clinical trials that are properly designed and executed. 
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Most published studies have investigated cerebral oxygenation on patients 

undergoing shoulder surgery in beach chair position. (37–40)  Most reported high 

prevalence of significant cerebral oxygen desaturation during shoulder surgery in the 

upright position and have stressed the importance of close monitoring. 

Postural influences on Cerebral and Systemic Hemodynamics 

A change from supine to standing in a healthy individual rapidly activates 

neuroendocrine reflexes that regulate blood pressure and maintain adequate cerebral 

perfusion. The arterial baroreflex responds rapidly within seconds to postural change 

inducing cardiac acceleration and peripheral vasoconstriction. Cerebral autoregulation 

responds simultaneously with cerebral vasodilation regulating CBF. Postural change 

results in complete or partial collapse of the internal jugular vein causing 12% decease in 

venous outflow. (34,41) 

In patients undergoing shoulder surgery, McCulloch found the sitting positioning 

to decrease MAP by 47 % and mean flow velocity of MCA by 22 %. They hypothesized 

that the decrease in mean blood flow velocity was due to the dual effect of autoregulatory 

cerebro-vasodilatation, and a decrease in transmural wall pressure, caused by a lower ICP 

during beach chair positioning. (42) 

Studies on the Effect of Different Head and Body Positions on Cerebral Blood Flow 

Velocity 

Feldman et al studied the effect of 0 degree and 30 degrees head elevation on ICP, 

CPP, CBF, mean carotid pressure, and other cerebral and systemic physiological 

parameters in 22 head-injured patients (43). The mean ICP was significantly lower when 
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the patient's head was elevated at 30 degrees than at 0 degrees (14.1 ± 6.7 mm Hg vs. 

19.7 ± 8.3 mm Hg). There was no statistically significant change in CPP, CBF, cerebral 

metabolic rate of oxygen, arterio-venous difference of lactate, or cerebrovascular 

resistance associated with the change in head position. The data indicate that head 

elevation to 30 degrees significantly reduced ICP in the majority of the 22 patients 

without reducing CPP or CBF. 

Moraine et al selected 37 patients (GCS: 3–11) in patients with TBI into three 

groups: head elevation of 15°, 30°, and 45° and base line was defined as supine 0°. They 

found CBF velocities in the middle cerebral artery had a descending trend, similar to the 

CPP drop with a head elevation of 0 ° to 45 °   he       e ained  stab e bet een      and 

3    of head elevation, at 62 ± 3 mm Hg, and decreased from 62 ± 3 to 57 ± 4 mm Hg 

bet een  3    and 45   (p 0.05). (44) 

Anne W. Wojner-Alexander et al. determined the effect of HOB positions in real 

time on residual blood flow velocity in acutely occluded arteries causing stroke in 20 

patients. (45) The effect of 300, 150, and 0° HOB on middle cerebral artery (MCA) mean 

flow velocity (MFV) in patients with acute (24 hours) ischemic stroke was measured with 

Transcranial Doppler using MFV and Pulsatility index (PI) of the residual flow signals at 

the site of persisting acute occlusion. MCA MFV increased in all patients with lowering 

head position (12% from 300 to 15° and 8% from 150 to 0°; p 0.025). Mean arterial 

pressure and heart rate were unchanged throughout the intervention. PI remained 

unchanged (mean values 0.89 at 30° elevation, 0.91 at 15° elevation, and 0.83 at 0° 

elevation) at each HOB position, indicating no increase in resistance to blood flow. This 

study did not separately report on the affected and unaffected hemispheres. 
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Table 1- Studies on change in MFV with Orthostatic Stress 

Source 

(References) 
Year of 

study 

Type And 

Number Of 

Subject 
Exposure Conclusions 

Moraine et al 
(44) 

2000 
TBI 
(37) 

00,150,300,450 
supine HOB 

 i nea  dec ease in     of     
 ith head e e ation f o    to 45     
Strong correlation between MFV & 
CBF  

Schwarz et al 
(46) 

2002 
AIS 
(18) 

00,150,300 

Mean flow velocity at MCA 
decreased at 300. 
No difference between affected & 
non-affected hemispheres. 

Jui-ling yang et al 
(47) 

2003 
Post Craniotomy 

(10) 
00,150,300,450 
supine HOB 

Significant (p<0.05) fall in MFV 
with change in HOB in the first 10 
sec. 

Wojner-alexander 
et al 
(45) 

2005 
AIS 
(20) 

00,150,300 

supine HOB 
20% decrease in MFV at 300. 
PI unchanged. 

Blissit et al 
(48) 

 
2006 

SAH 
(20) 

00,200,450 
supine HOB 

Nil significant effects of posture 
change on MFV. 

Zhang and 
Rabenstein 

(49) 
2011 

SAH 
(19) 

00-150, 300-450 
supine HOB 

Nil significant effects of posture 
change on MFV. 

Romero et al 
(50) 

 
2011 

Healthy 
Volunteers 

(9) 
 

00,700 

supine HOB 

MFV decreased at 700. 
No difference in postural responses 
with hydration status 

Hunter et al 
(51) 

2011 
AIS 
(8) 

 

00,150,300 

supine HOB 

MFV decreased at 300 in poorly 
recanalized group.  
Nil change in unaffected or in 
completely recanalized group. 

Kose and 
Hatipoglu 

(52) 
2012 

Post-craniotomy 
(38) 

00,300 
Supine, lateral 

(Lt &Rt) 
position 

MFV increased at 300 supine and 
lateral position 

Kung et al 
(53) 

2013 
SAH 
13 

00, 900 

supine HOB 

MFV increased from 00 to 900, 
No change in CBF (thermal 
diffusion) with posture 

Garett et al 
(54) 

2017 
Healthy 

Volunteers 
(18) 

00,900 
MFV declined at 900. 
PETCO2 also decreased at 900. 

Lam et al 
(55) 

2018 
Healthy 

Volunteers 
(18) 

00, 300 
MFV, CrCP decreased at 300. 
ARI did not change with posture. 
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Jui-ling yang et al  measured patients’ mean blood velocity (MFV), peak systolic 

velocity (PSV), and end-diastolic velocity (EDV) of the middle cerebral arteries by using 

transcranial Doppler (TCD) to under stand the immediate changes in cerebral blood flow 

(CBF) when head elevation degree changed (150, 300,450), and whether CBF will return 

to stability after 10 minutes of elevation. Study population was patients who had under 

gone cerebral surgery admitted in ICU within 72 hours. They noted that a significant 

(p<0.05) fall in MFV with change in HOB in the first 10 sec. No significant different 

differences in flow velocities found after 10 minutes. (47) 

Gulsah Kose and Sevgi Hatipoglu investigated the effects of head and neck 

positions on the cerebral blood flow velocity by TCD in 38 patients who underwent 

cranial surgery for an intracranial mass lesion that were mostly located in the temporal 

lobe. The mean cerebral blood flow velocity of the patients was measured in supine 

position with 0° and 30° head elevations, right and left lateral positions, right and left 

lateral positions with head flexion and extension. In postoperative period, the mCBF 

velocity, measured from the right and left MCA, was increased when the patient was in 

the right and left lateral Positions with 30° head elevation, and decreased when flexion 

and extension positions were applied, but no statistical significance seen. No change in 

mCBF velocity with supine HOB elevations. (52)  

In another study in 2011, the hypothesis that exacerbated reductions of cerebral 

blood velocity (CBV) during upright tilt with dehydration are associated with impaired 

cerebrovascular control was tested. Nine healthy men were tilted head-up (HUT) to 70° 

for 10 min on two occasions separated by 7 days under euhydration (EUH) and 

dehydration. They reported that MAP, stroke volume, and baroreflex sensitivity 
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decreased during HUT (P 0.002), but relative reductions were similar between hydration 

conditions, with the exception of stroke volume. Increase in heart rate found with 

increase in HOB. (50) 

Hunter et al had done an observational study comparing mean flow velocities 

(MFVs) at 30, 15, and 0 degrees of elevation of the head of the bed (HOB) in 8 patients, 

24 hours after ischemic stroke. They reported that MFVs increased with a change in the 

HOB 300 to 00 by a median of 26.0 cm/s (IQR 21.3 to 35.3) with no significant changes 

in the recanalized group (3.5 cm/s). The changes in MFV with a change in the HOB 

differed between hemispheres in the incompletely recanalized group but not in the 

recanalized group. They cited that the affected MCA territory had a decreased capacity to 

autoregulate and adapt to orthostatic stress. (51)  

Kung et al tried to correlate HOB changes (00 and 900) with cerebral blood flow 

using TCD and thermal diffusion in 13 SAH patients. The average increase in blood flow 

velocity from supine to sitting was 7.8% on day 3, 0.1% on day 7, and 13.1% on day 10. 

MCA had the least changes in velocity depending on position. No statistical difference in 

CBF despite decrease at 900. (53) 

Studies On The Effect Of Different Head And Body Positions On ICP and CPP 

Ng I, Lim J and Wong HB sought to determine the postural changes on 

cerebrovascular dynamics in  supine and 30 degrees semi-recumbent postures within 24 

hours of trauma with GCS of less than 8 admitted to NICU in Singapore. ICP, CPP, mean 

arterial pressure, global cerebral oxygenation, and regional cerebral oxygenation were 

noted at 0 and 30 degrees of head elevation. The median Glasgow Coma Scale score was 
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7.0, and the mean age was 34.05 +/- 16.02 years. ICP was significantly lower at 30 

degrees than at 0 degrees of head elevation (P <0.001). Mean arterial pressure remained 

relatively unchanged. CPP was slightly but not significantly higher at 30 degrees than at 

0 degrees (P = 0.412) with no change in global and regional cerebral oxygenation. (56) 

Fan et al conducted a systematic review in 2004 to evaluate the evidence 

regarding the effect of changing the backrest position on ICP and CPP in brain-injured 

individuals. Out of the 11 articles that were retrieved, 9 articles concluded that ICP 

significantly decreased at 30 degrees of head elevation compared with a flat position. (57) 

Five of them showed no statistical significance in the magnitude of change in CPP from a 

flat position to 30 degrees of head elevation. (58) Fan et al observed that the limitations 

in these articles were small sample sizes and unclear study protocols.  

Felix Mahfoud et al investigated possible relationships among ICP, CPP, and 

ICPPA (ICP pulse wave amplitude) during changes in body position in 33 SAH adults in 

NICU in University hospital of Germany. The patients with intact autoregulation 

reflected by a negative value of PRx (pressure reactivity index) were included in the 

study. The transducers for MAP and ICP were calibrated to the level of foramen of 

Monroe. They found that the mean ICP decreased significantly (−8 5 ± 0.8 mmHg, p < 

0.001) when the head was elevated from 0° to 60°. Elevation to 60° produced a 

significant decline in both CPP (decrease of −1  2  ± 1.3 mmHg) and MAP (decrease of 

−18.6 ± 1.2 mmHg) when compared to baseline levels. Increasing ICPPA was linked to 

decreasing CPP (0° to 60°, r = −0.42, p<0.05). (59)  

Petersen LG et al evaluated postural effects on intracranial pressure (ICP) and 

cerebral perfusion pressure(CPP) in neurosurgical patients with no focal lesions 
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undergoing 24-h ICP monitoring as part of their diagnostic workup. The indications for 

ICP monitoring included arrested congenital hydrocephalus and idiopathic intracranial 

hypertension. 10° and 20° head-up tilt reduced ICP to 4.8 ± 3.6 and 1.3 ± 3.6 mmHg. 

Concordant changes in MAP maintained CPP at 77 ± 7 mmHg regardless of body 

position (P 0.95). Their observations were that the pressure in the draining veins is the 

major contributor to short-term postural changes in ICP, while regulation of systemic 

arterial blood pressure compensates to maintain CPP regardless of body position. (60) 

A meta-analysis by Jiang in 2015 had analysed 10 observational studies that 

included a total of 237 participants in post-craniotomy patients. They observed that ICP 

at 30 degrees was not significantly different in comparison to 45 degrees and was lower 

than that at 10 and 15 degrees. However the difference in underlying conditions and 

interventions caused clinical heterogeneity, which can influence of reliability. (61) 

Table 2 Studies on Change in ICP and CPP with Orthostatic Stress 

Source 

(References) 

Year of 

Study 

Type and 

Number of 

Subject 
Exposure Results 

Schwarz et al 
(46) 

2002 
AIS 
(18) 

00,150,300 

supine HOB 

ICP, CPP decreased significantly at 
300. 
MAP (Tragus) decreased at 300. 

Ng et al 
(56) 

2004 
TBI 
(38) 

00, 300 

supine HOB 

CPP increased at 600 with no change 
in regional cerebral oxygenation 
ICP decreased at 600 

Blissit et al 
(48) 

2006 
SAH 
(20) 

00,200,450 
supine HOB 

Significant decrease in CPP at 450 
with MAP at tragus level 

Ledwith et al 
(62) 

2010 
NICU- GCS<8 

(33) 

150,300,450 
supine, Rt/Lt 

lateral, knee bent 
positions 

ICP decreased at 450. 
CPP maintained in Supine HOB 
changes. 
PbtO2 decreased at 300, 450. 
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Source 

(References) 

Year of 

Study 

Type and 

Number of 

Subject 
Exposure Results 

PalazFn JH et al 
(63) 

2008 
Neurosurgery 

(10) 
300,450 

supine HOB 
ICP and CPP decreased at 450. 
rSO2 decreased at 300 and 450. 

Mahfoud et al 
(59) 

2010 
SAH 
(33) 

00,600 

supine HOB 
CPP, ICP, MAP significantly 
decreased at 600. 

Agbeko et al 
(64) 

2012 
PED TBI 

(10) 

00,100,200, 
300,400 

supine HOB 

ICP decreased by -3.9mmHg for 
every 100increase in HOB. 
CPP remained unchanged. 

 
Kim et al 

(65) 
 

2013 
TBI Vs. Control 

(20) 
00,300 

supine HOB 

ICP decrease significant at 300. 
Insignificant decrease in CPP, MAP 
at 300. 
rCBF changes heterogenous, 
correlates with CPP 

Peterson et al 
(60) 

2016 
Neurosurgical 

(9) 

00, (100, 200) 
supine & lateral, 

standing 

ICP decrease in 200, standing. 
Decrease in SV. 

Ugras GA et al 
(66) 

2018 
Neurocritical 

ICU 
(30) 

150, 300, 450 
Supine, lateral 

CPP decreased at 450 supine 
ICP increased at 450 supine and 
lateral 

  Ugras GA et al evaluated the effects of different head of bed (HOB) elevations 

(150,300,450) and body positions on intracranial pressure (ICP) and cerebral perfusion 

pressure (CPP) and to identify safe positions for 30 neurosurgical patients with different 

Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) scores in the NCU of a university hospital in Istanbul. The 

results of this study showed that different positions of the patients’ HOB (150,300,450) led 

to slight insignificant (p=0.82) changes in ICP (11.7 ± 7.5, 11.4 ± 8.0, 10.7 ± 6.7) and 

CPP (87.5 ± 18.1 at 150 to 91.3 ± 18.4 at 450, p= 0.62) and these positions were safe for 

neurosurgical patients with different GCS scores. (66)  
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Studies On Changes In Cerebral Oxygenation With Different HOB Positions        

Edlow et al aimed to explore the effects of healthy aging on cerebral 

hemodynamic responses to posture change by utilizing a hybrid DCS/NIRS optical 

technique for comprehensive cerebrovascular hemodynamic monitoring in 60 healthy 

subjects ranging from ages 20–78 years. Postures were HOB 300, supine and standing. 

Supine-to-standing posture change caused significant declines in rCBF, HbO2, and an 

increase in Hb, across the age continuum (p < 0.01). Systemic hemodynamic parameters 

varied significantly with body posture (p < 0.001). No significant changes occurred in the 

transition from head-of-bed 300 to supine position. A significant (p < 0.01) increase in 

MAP, DBP and Heart Rate noted during the supine-to-standing posture change in the 

subjects across the age continuum. (67) 

Mary B. Ledwith et al in a prospective observational repeated measures study 

examined the effects of 12 different body positions on neurodynamics in 33 patients 

(TBI, SAH, or post craniotomy for tumor), while they underwent multimodality 

intracranial monitoring. ICP, brain temperature, and PbtO2 (inserted via burr hole into 

the frontal lobe) were continuously monitored before and after each position. Cerebral 

perfusion pressure was calculated (CPP = MAP-ICP). Changes from baseline to the 15-

minute postposition assessment mean change scores showed a downward trend for PbtO2 

for all positions with statistically significant decreases observed for supine head of bed 

(HOB) elevated 300 and 450 (p<0.001) and right and left lateral positioning HOB 300 

(p<0.05). ICP decreased with supine HOB 450 (p<0.01). (62) 

PalazFn JH et al studied a prospective study in 10 patients undergoing surgery for 

cerebral hemorrhage under sedation and analgesia and with mechanical ventilation. They 
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looked into the effects on cerebral dynamics and regional oxygenation (rScO2) of the 

semi-sitting position, with the head at either 30° or 45°, in surgery for cerebral 

hemorrhage. ICP and CPP fell significantly in both semi-sitting positions than in the 

supine position. ICP was 2.8 (1.4) mm Hg lower at 30° and 4.4 (1.4) mm Hg lower at 

45°. Mean rScO2 values fell when the head was elevated to 30° and 45°; the greatest 

reduction occurred when the head was elevated to 45° (P<0.001). There was a moderate 

correlation between CPP values and changes in rScO2 with change in posture (r=0.45, 

P<0.001). (63) 

Cox RM et al have done a blinded study in 2018 where NIRS was used to monitor 

cerebral oxygenation saturation in 41 patients undergoing arthroscopic shoulder surgery 

in the beach chair position. The purpose of this study was to investigate the incidence of 

CDEs (cerebral desaturation events) and to determine the short-term cognitive effects of 

surgery in the beach chair position. Their study showed a correlation of NIRS with 

systolic blood pressure (r = 0.448), diastolic blood pressure (r = 0.708), and mean arterial 

pressure (r = 0.608). (40) 

Studies on the Effect of Different Head and Body Positions on Systemic 

Hemodynamics 

Ivan Göcze examined the influence of Head of bed elevation (HBE) on 

hemodynamic status in 200 hemodynamically stable patients on mechanical ventilation in 

the multidisciplinary surgical intensive care unit (ICU) of a tertiary care university 

hospital. Six possible combinations of three positions (0°, 30°, and 45°) were determined 

and 3 minutes were allowed for hemodynamic adaptation in each position. There were 

significant differences between the three HBE positions for MAP (P < 0.001) as well as 
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for ScvO2 (P < 0.001). HBE from 0° to 30° was not associated with a significant 

decrease in ScvO2. In the univariable comparison between both groups (group with MAP 

>65mmHg vs. MAP <65 mmHg group) they found significant differences in the level of 

PEEP, mean airway pressure, mean dose of norepinephrine, initial backrest position, and 

ventilation mode. (68) 

Yoshida et al looked into the relative contributions of systemic hemodynamic 

variables to cerebral autoregulation during orthostatic stress in 14 young volunteers. They 

explored the role of three primary systemic variables, arterial pressure, cardiac output, 

and CO2, on dynamic cerebral autoregulation during graded levels of orthostatic stress. 

They suggested that both static and dynamic changes in cardiac output with orthostatic 

stress impact dynamic cerebral autoregulation independent of arterial pressure. (69) 

Faster, transient fluctuations in arterial pressure (e.g., those due to respiration) are 

transmitted to the cerebral circulation almost linearly, whereas slower fluctuations are 

effectively buffered against. Autoregulation becomes progressively more effective as the 

rate of change in arterial pressure becomes slower. In fact, autoregulation is effective in 

buffering fluctuations with a period as slow as 10 min. (70-75) 
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Table 3 Studies on change in Systemic Hemodynamics with Orthostatic stress 

Source 
Year of 

Study 

Type and 

Number of 

Subject 

Exposure Results 

Wojner-

alexander et al 

(45) 

2005 
AIS 

(20) 

00,150,300 

supine HOB 

 

MAP, HR unchanged 

Blissit et al 

(48) 
2006 

SAH 

(20) 

00,200,450 

supine HOB 

Significant decrease in MAP at 

tragus level 

Romero et al 

(50) 
2011 

Healthy 

volunteers 

(9) 

 

00,700 

supine HOB 

MAP, SV decreased at 700. 

No difference in postural responses 

with hydration status 

Mahfoud et al 

(59) 
2010 

SAH 

(33) 
00,600 

MAP significantly decreased at 

600. 

Edlow et al 

(67) 
2010 

Healthy 

volunteers 

(60) 

00,300 

Supine, 

standing 

Nil change in MAP up to 300. 

 

Kim et al 

(65) 

2013 
TBI Vs. Control 

(20) 

00,300 

supine HOB 

Insignificant decrease MAP at 300. 

 

Ivan Gocze et al 

(68) 
2013 

SICU patients 

(200) 

00,300,450 

supine HOB 

Significant fall of MAP at 300, 450. 

Fall of central venous oxygen 

saturation at 450. 

Garett et al 

(54) 
2017 

Healthy 

volunteers 

(18) 

00,900 

supine HOB 

MAP declined at 900. 

PETCO2 also decreased at 900. 

Lam et al 

(55) 
2018 

Healthy 

volunteers 

(18) 

00, 300 

supine HOB 

MAP decreased at 300. 
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Post craniotomy, patients are nursed in supine HOB 300 in the immediate 

postoperative phase. This is the expert consensus in Brain Trauma Foundation (BTF) 

based on the various studies that looked into postural influences on cerebral and systemic 

hemodynamics in Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) patients. (6) However, higher HOB 

positions may be desired to prevent postoperative basal atelectasis and pneumonia. (7,8) 

The major concern in these patients is the possibility of secondary brain injury due to 

decreased cerebral blood flow despite a reduction in ICP. There is paucity of studies on 

postural influences on cerebral hemodynamics in patients who are post craniotomy for 

supratentorial intracranial tumours.  

We postulate that in these patients cerebral blood flow and oxygenation will be 

maintained at higher HOB elevations (300, 600). 
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AIM 

The aim of the present study was to observe the effects of different head of bed 

(HOB) positions on cerebral hemodynamics using Trans Cranial Colour Doppler (TCCD) 

derived cerebral blood flow velocities, CPP, ICP and Near Infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) 

in comparison to supine HOB 00. 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY  

The effects of change in head of bed (HOB) positions on the cerebral blood flow 

velocities of the MCA (middle cerebral artery) determined by TCCD in patients 

following neurosurgical procedures in the immediate postoperative period. 

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

1. To assess the effects of HOB positions on regional cerebral oxygen saturation 

(rScO2) monitored with NIRS. 

2. To assess the effects of HOB positions on cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) and 

intracranial pressure (ICP) derived from cerebral blood flow velocities obtained by 

TCCD.   

3. To evaluate differences in postural responses on the cerebral hemodynamics (MCA 

flow velocities, rScO2) between operated and non-operated side. 

4. To evaluate the temporal pattern of systemic hemodynamics with different supine 

HOB positions (00, 300 and 600). 

5. To evaluate the correlation of percent changes in MAP and mean blood flow velocity 

(MFV) with HOB 600 from HOB 00. 

6. Correlation of the estimated CPPe (noninvasive) from cerebral blood flow velocities 

by TCCD with the measured CPPm (invasive) from ICP (intracranial pressure) and 

MAP (mean arterial blood pressure). 
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We designed a prospective observational study to be conducted in Patients who 

underwent elective craniotomy for supratentorial intracranial lesions in the Neuro-

Surgical Intensive Care Unit (NSICU) of Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute of Medical 

Sciences and Technology (SCTIMST), Trivandrum, which is a specialized tertiary 

referral centre.   

This study was approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee 

(SCT/IEC/1259/AUGUST-2018, 17.09.2018) and written informed consent was obtained 

from all the participants of the study. The study was registered with CTRI in 09.11.2018 

(www.ctri.nic.in) and the registration number is CTRI/2018/11/016291. Data for the study 

was collected for the period starting from November 2018 to May 2019. 

Study Design : Prospective observational study. The total number of patients (n) recruited 

were forty.  

The following were the inclusion and exclusion criteria; 

A) Inclusion Criteria:  

1. Adult patients within age 18-65 years. 

2. Adult Post elective craniotomy patients for unilateral supratentorial 

intracranial pathology in neurosurgical ICU with intra-arterial blood pressure 

monitoring. 

3. Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score – 14,15 

4. American Society of Anaesthesiology (ASA) grade 1 and 2 

http://www.ctri.nic.in/
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5. Patients who are hemodynamically stable and with nil intraoperative adverse 

events. 

B) Exclusion Criteria : 

1. Patient refusal 

2. Age less than 18 years or more than 65 years 

3. ASA (American Society of Anaesthesiology) grade 3,4 and 5 

4. Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score of  13  or less. 

5. Patients with severe comorbidity like decompensated heart failure, 

coronary heart disease, advanced liver or renal disease, uncontrolled 

hypertension or DM. 

6. Patients with cardiac pathologies such as valvular heart disease, intra-

cardiac shunts, peripheral vascular disease or lung pathologies like 

asthma, COPD  

7. Patients with carotid artery disease or history of stroke. 

8. Patients posted for emergency surgery 

9. Patients with bilateral intracranial pathology 

Study Protocol: 

A) Recruitment of Patients               

Patients with unilateral supratentorial pathology, admitted in the NS ward for 

elective surgery were initially screened by the Principal Investigator and Co- Principal 
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Investigator for inclusion and exclusion criteria. If the participant was eligible for 

inclusion, a written informed consent was obtained from the patient.  Baseline 

demographic data that includes age, gender, GCS at the time of admission, co-morbidities 

and the neurological condition of the patient were recorded. Patients were taken up for 

surgery after 6 hours of fasting and were pre medicated with Tab pantoprazole 40mg and 

4mg of Tab ondansetron along with the continuation of antiepileptic drugs.  

B) Intraoperative Phase 

The patients were shifted to the operation theatre and General Anaesthesia was induced 

using a standard protocol. The patients were pre-oxygenated with oxygen at 6 l/min for 

three to five minutes after which they were induced with injection Fentanyl 2-3mcg/kg 

and Propofol 1-2mg/kg intravenously. Intubation was further facilitated with an 

intermediate acting muscle relaxant vecuronium, dosed at 0.1mg/kg IV. Post induction 

maintenance was achieved with an air: oxygen mixture of the ratio 1:1 and sevoflurane at 

a MAC of 0.7-1.0 with infusion of fentanyl (1µg/kg/hr) and atracurium.  Mechanical 

ventilation was instituted in volume-controlled mode (Aestiva /5, Datex Ohmeda) with a 

square wave (constant inspiratory flow) adjusted to obtain a PaCO2 of 35- 40 mm Hg 

during surgery. PEEP was not applied.  The intraoperative goals of fluid management was 

to maintain the urine output of 1ml/kg/hr, central venous pressure of 8 cm of water, pulse 

pressure variation of less than 12% and systolic pressure variation of less than 10 mmHg. 

Transfusion trigger was for the haemoglobin of 8 g/dl. Patients were extubated according 

to the discretion of the attending anaesthesiologist.   
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C) Immediate Postoperative Phase in NSICU 

The following study protocol was applied within the first 3 hours of postoperative 

period. The patient was received in ICU, pulse oximeter, electrocardiography and 

invasive blood pressure were connected and monitored. Oxygen 4 liters/minute was 

administered with oxygen face mask.  Neurological assessment of the patient was done 

which included GCS score, pupil size and reactivity. Baseline Hemodynamic parameters 

(Heart rate, peripheral capillary oxygen saturation, systolic, diastolic and mean arterial 

blood pressure) of the patient was noted. ABG was done after 1 hour of extubation. 

Supine HOB 0
0 
position 

Once the patients HOB were supine 00 for 5 minutes, the transducer was zeroed to 

the phlebostatic axis (PA), which is identified as the intersection of the level of the fourth 

intercostal space, and midway between the anterior and posterior chest line. Heart rate 

(HR), Systolic blood pressure (SBP_PA), Diastolic blood pressure (DBP_PA), Mean 

arterial pressure (MAP_PA) along with the respiratory rate (RR) and SpO2 (peripheral 

capillary oxygen saturation) were recorded as baseline values.  

Transducer was then moved to the level of tragus and zeroed to obtain SBP _Tr, 

DBP _Tr and MAP _Tr at the level of tragus on the monitor (IntelliVue MX700, Philips). 
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Figure 6 shows the systemic hemodynamics of the patient at HOB 00 

Bifrontal NIRS sensors were applied to obtain the frontal cortical oxygen 

saturation on both operated (NIRS_Ips) and non operated (NIRS_Con) sides on the 

monitor (03 TM
, Masimo-Root, UK) as shown in figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 shows the NIRS values of the patient at HOB 00 

The TCCD (Vivid i, GE healthcare, USA) measurements were made with a 2-MHz 

Phased array probe (S3) Doppler ultrasound probe on the operated side. The depth of 
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insonation of the middle cerebral artery was approximately 45-50 mm and the color flow 

indicated the flow towards the probe.  

After observation of the TCCD signal for 2 minutes for stability, the pulse wave 

Doppler generated a velocity–time waveform of cerebral blood flow from which the flow 

velocities were measured and displayed on the monitor (figure 8). Two readings were 

taken with a 5 minutes interval. The depth, power, velocity, and location of the temporal 

windows were documented to ensure the same measurement parameters were used at the 

subsequent HOB position. The same was repeated on the side opposite to craniotomy. 

 

Figure 8 shows the TCCD flow velocities of MCA on right side of the patient at HOB 00 

These measurements of flow velocities were recorded as the baseline against 

which the values obtained during the HOB change to 300 and 600 were to be compared. 

Now the HOB of the patient is gradually elevated over a period of 30 seconds to 

300, which was confirmed using a protractor. 
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Supine HOB 30
0 
position 

After 5 minutes of stabilization of the patient HOB at 300, Systemic 

hemodynamics at both the transducer locations namely the phlebostatic axis and the 

tragus were recorded. Regional cerebral oxygenation monitored by NIRS sensors on the 

forehead was recorded for the operated and non-operated side. The proximal segment of 

the MCA was identified according to the depth, waveform, and characteristics of the 

signal by TCCD on the side of operated side and after stable signals, velocity time 

waveform created with pulse wave Doppler.  Two readings were taken on each side at 

HOB 300. 

 

Figure 9 shows the monitoring of the patient at HOB 300  

Supine HOB 60
0 
position 

 After 5 minutes of stabilization of the patient HOB at 600 after gradual change in 

position from 300, Systemic hemodynamics at both the transducer locations namely the 

300 
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phlebostatic axis and the tragus were recorded. Regional cerebral oxygenation monitored 

by NIRS sensors on the forehead was recorded for the operated and non-operated side. 

The proximal segment of the MCA was identified according to the depth, waveform, and 

characteristics of the signal by TCCD on the side of operated hemisphere and after stable 

signals, velocity time waveform created with pulse wave Doppler.  Two readings were 

taken on each side at HOB 600. 

 

Figure 10 shows the monitoring of the patient at HOB 600  
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Data Collection of the variables 

 Data collection pro forma, which was developed by the investigator was used for the 

collection of the data. Manual entry of the following variables was done. 

 Demographics- Age, gender, weight 

 Surgery, Diagnosis, Time since extubation 

 Neurological condition of patient, GCS at the time of admission and 2hours 

postoperatively 

At HOB 0
0 
(Baseline values) 

Systemic hemodynamic values were collected first with the transducer at phlebostatic 

(PA) axis and the variables recorded were – 

 Heart rate (HR) 

 Systolic blood pressure (SBP_PA 00), Diastolic blood pressure (DBP_PA 00) 

 Mean arterial blood pressure (MAP_PA 00) 

Systemic hemodynamics with the transducer at tragus and the variables were – 

 Systolic blood pressure (SBP_Tr 00), Diastolic blood pressure (DBP_Tr 00) 

 Mean arterial blood pressure (MAP_Tr 00) 

NIRS derived regional cerebral oximetry value on both hemispheres. 

 NIRS_Ips 00 = cerebral frontal oxygenation on the side of craniotomy 
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 NIRS_Con 00 = cerebral frontal oxygenation on the opposite side of craniotomy 

TCCD  

The Velocity–time waveform obtained with the pulse wave doppler gives the peak 

systolic (PSV) and end diastolic (EDV) flow velocities. The Mean flow velocity (MFV), 

Resistance index (RI), and the Pulsatility index (PI) are commonly reported derivations 

from the waveform display. 

On the side of craniotomy, the TCCD variables collected twice with an interval of 5 

minutes - 

 Peak systolic velocity (PSV_Ips 00), End diastolic velocity (EDV_Ips 00), 

 Mean flow velocity (MFV_Ips 00), Pulsatility index (PI_Ips 00) 

On the side opposite to craniotomy, the TCCD variables collected twice with an 

interval of 5 minutes and averaged. Variables recorded were- 

 Peak systolic velocity (PSV_Con 00), End diastolic velocity (EDV_Con 00), 

 Mean flow velocity (MFV_Con 00), Pulsatility index (PI_Con 00) 

TCCD derived values 

CPPe_00 (estimated CPP) = MAP × EDV/MFV+14  

ICPe_00 (estimated ICP)  = MAP_Tr – CPPe 
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At HOB 30
0 
 

  Systemic hemodynamic values were collected first with the transducer at 

phlebostatic (PA) axis. The variables recorded were – 

 Heart rate (HR) 

 Systolic blood pressure (SBP_PA 300), Diastolic blood pressure (DBP_PA 300) 

 Mean arterial blood pressure (MAP_PA 300) 

Systemic hemodynamics with transducer at tragus and the variables recorded were: 

 Systolic blood pressure (SBP_Tr 300), Diastolic blood pressure (DBP_Tr 300) 

 Mean arterial blood pressure (MAP_Tr 300) 

NIRS derived regional cerebral oximetry value on both hemispheres. 

 NIRS_Ips 300 = cerebral frontal oxygenation on the side of craniotomy 

 NIRS_Con 300 = cerebral frontal oxygenation on the opposite side of craniotomy 

On the ipsilateral side of craniotomy, the TCCD variables collected twice with an 

interval of 5 minutes - 

 Peak systolic velocity (PSV_Ips 300), End diastolic velocity (EDV_Ips 300), 

 Mean flow velocity (MFV_Ips 300), Pulsatility index (PI_Ips 300) 
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On the side opposite to craniotomy, the TCCD variables collected twice with an 

interval of 5 minutes - 

 Peak systolic velocity (PSV_Con 300), End diastolic velocity (EDV_Con 300), 

 Mean flow velocity (MFV_Con 300), Pulsatility index (PI_Con 300) 

TCCD derived values 

CPPe_300 (estimated CPP) = MAP × EDV/MFV+14 

ICPe_300 (estimated ICP)  = MAP_Tr – CPPe 

At HOB 60
0 
 

Systemic hemodynamic variables with transducer at phlebostatic (PA) axis were: 

 Heart rate (HR) 

 Systolic blood pressure (SBP_PA 600), Diastolic blood pressure (DBP_PA 600) 

 Mean arterial blood pressure (MAP_PA 600) 

Systemic hemodynamic values were collected next with the transducer at tragus.  

 Systolic blood pressure (SBP_Tr 600), Diastolic blood pressure (DBP_Tr 600) 

 Mean arterial blood pressure (MAP_Tr 600) 

NIRS derived regional cerebral oximetry value on both hemispheres. 

 NIRS_Ips 600 = cerebral frontal oxygenation on the side of craniotomy 
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 NIRS_Con 600 = cerebral frontal oxygenation on the opposite side of craniotomy 

On the side of craniotomy, the TCCD variables collected twice with an interval of 5 

minutes - 

 Peak systolic velocity (PSV_Ips 600), End diastolic velocity (EDV_Ips 600), 

 Mean flow velocity (MFV_Ips 600), Pulsatility index (PI_Ips 600) 

On the side opposite to craniotomy, the TCCD variables collected twice with an 

interval of 5 minutes - 

 Peak systolic velocity (PSV_Con 600), End diastolic velocity (EDV_Con 600), 

 Mean flow velocity (MFV_Con 600), Pulsatility index (PI_Con 600) 

TCCD derived values 

CPPe_600 (estimated CPP) = MAP × EDV/MFV+14 

ICPe_600 (estimated ICP)  = MAP_Tr - CPPe 
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STATISTICS 

A) Sample Size Calculation 

Assuming a maximum variation of within 10% from the baseline value in cerebral 

perfusion pressure with HOB elevation to 60 degrees to be equivalent, with alpha as 5% 

and beta as 80%, the calculated sample size for this equivalent study was 15. TCCD 

window in 10-20% of population is poor to get a proper examination and measurements. 

To compensate, we planned to recruite a minimum of 20 patients for our study. To 

improve the validity of the study, we recruited sucessfully 40 patients for the study. 

B) Statistical Methods 

 All statistical analyses were obtained using SPSS software version 25.0 

(Chicago,SPSS inc.). Descriptive data are expressed in frequency, percentage, mean and 

standard deviation. One–way repeated measures variance analysis (ANOVA) with 

assumed sphericity as validated by Machauly’s Sphericity test was used for the inter-

comparison of relative changes in cerebral blood flow velocities, CPP and ICP from TCD, 

NIRS and hemodynamics with different HOB elevations. Greenhouse-geisser correction 

was applied where the sphericity was violated to decrease type I error. Significance was 

accepted at the P ≤ 0.05 level with post hoc Bonferroni corrections for type I error for 

multiple comparisons. Relative differences were calculated as percent (%) change 

between the various supine positions.  

 % Change from HOB 00 to HOB 300 =  (HOB 300 - HOB 00 / HOB 00) X 100. 
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 % Change from HOB 300 to HOB 600 =  (HOB 600 - HOB 300 / HOB 300) X 100. 

 % Change from HOB 00 to HOB 600 =  (HOB 600 - HOB 00 / HOB 00) X 100. 

Intercomparison between the hemispheres of the cerebral mean blood flow velocity and 

the NIRS values were done by independent sample t-test. 

The correlation between the hemodynamic variables and cerebral blood velocities 

was done using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Pearson’s correlation coefficient is the 

measure of the strength of a linear relationship between two sets of data (paired data). In a 

sample it is denoted by r value. 0 denotes no linear correlation and closer the value is 

towards 1 or –1, the stronger and more significant the correlation will be. Pearsons 

coefficient of more than 0.8 is considered as strong correlation and 0.5 to 0.8 is 

considered as good correlation. The comparison between the estimated CPP derived 

noninvasively from TCD derived velocities and the CPP calculated by subtracting ICP 

(intraventricular catheter) from the MAP at tragus were assessed using Pearson’s 

coefficient analysis. P<0.05 was considered significant. 
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Fifty patients were assessed for eligibility, out of which forty were enrolled as 

shown in Figure 11. Among the eligible patients, five were excluded. Suitable trans-

temporal windows could not be found in three patients and in another two patients with 

preoperative diagnosis of frontal glioma had postoperative generalized tonic clonic 

seizures. The study was completed successfully in all forty recruited patients. 

 

Figure 11. Flow chart presenting the enrolment, study inclusion, and data analysis 
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Demographic data 

                     Table 4 shows the Demographic data of 40 patients 

Variables Total Number =40 

Age (years) 

MeanSD 
4014 

Gender (Male: Female) 

(%) 

20:20 

(50%) 

GCS (on admission) 

MeanSD 
14.76 0.41 

GCS (postoperative at the time of study) 

MeanSD 
14.45 0.59 

Time of study (minutes) 

MeanSD 

14028.70 

(Median-120) 

 

 

Figure 12 Age distribution of patients 
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The demographic details of the 40 patients enrolled are shown in Table 4. The mean age 

was 4014 years. 37.5% were between 31-40 years as shown in Figure 12. Fifty percent 

(20/40) were females. None of the patients had an adverse event with the manipulation of 

the head-of-bed. The mean GCS score was 14.760.41 in preoperative period and 

14.450.59 in the postoperative period. Out of 40, 25 patients were extubated in ICU 

(62.5%). The study was completed successfully in the 40 recruited patients. 

Table 5 shows the Tumour characteristics of enrolled 40 patients 

Diagnosis Number (40) Percent  

Temporal 

Glioma 4 

22% DNET 3 

Meningioma 2 

Frontal 
Glioma 10 

35% 
Meningioma 4 

Parietal glioma 7 17.5% 

Colloid cyst 2 5% 

Pineal region tumour 3 7.5% 

Septal glioma 1 2.5% 

Lateral ventricle tumour 3 7.5% 

Thalamic lesion 1 2.5% 

Most of the patients had undergone craniotomy by supratentorial approach for the 

tumours whose description is given in Table 5.  
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Variations in Blood Flow Velocities and Cerebral Oxygenation with Head of bed 

position changes. 

Operated Side 

The cerebral blood flow velocities (PSV, EDV, MFV) of MCA and PI with NIRS 

values for 40 patients on the side of craniotomy are shown in Table 6 and the relative 

percentage variations with the HOB positions are depicted in Table 7. 

Table 6 Shows the Changes in TCD Derived Cerebral Blood Flow Velocities and NIRS Derived 

Cerebral Oxygenation on the Operated Side. (N=40) 

HOB 

(SUPINE) 

PSV 

(cm/sec) 
meanSD 

EDV 

(cm/sec) 

mean SD 

MFV 

(cm/sec) 

mean SD 

PI 

mean SD 

NIRS (%) 

mean SD 

00 79.9 17.0 34.8 11.1 52.7 13.7 0.880.19 71.17.7 

300 79.4 17.5 32.5 9.8 51.3 12.8 0.910.17 71.48.3 

600 74.4 17.3 30.4 8.8 47.19 11.9 0.930.17 70.98.1 

The peak systolic velocity (PSV) from a baseline of a mean of 79.9(17.0) cm/sec 

at HOB supine 00 changed (0.6%) insignificantly to 79.4(17.5) cm/sec as the HOB went 

up to 300. However on further elevation to HOB 600, there was a 6.3% change to a mean 

value of 74.4(17.3) cm/sec. These changes in PSV were significant when HOB was 

positioned from 300 to 600 and 00 to 600 (P=0.001).  
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Table 7 Shows the Relative Percentage Changes and Absolute Mean Difference in TCD Derived Flow 

Velocities, PI and NIRS Values with Change in Posture on the operated side.                                      

HOB 

PSV EDV MFV PI NIRS 

% 
(MD) 

P value 
% 

(MD) 
P 

value 
% 

(MD) 
P value 

% 
(MD) 

P 
value 

% 
(MD) 

P 
value 

00-300 
-0.6 

(-0.52) 
1.000 

-6.6 
(-2.26) 

0.008 
-2.7 

(-1.40) 
0.690 

5.7 
(0.02) 

0.981 
0.4 

(0.3) 
1.000 

300-600 
-6.3 

(-5.08) 
<0.001 

-6.5 
(-2.11) 

0.030 
-6.5 

(-4.2) 
<0.001 

2.2 
(0.02) 

0.330 
-0.3 

(-0.18) 
1.000 

00-600 
-6.9 

(-5.59) 
0.001 

-12.6 
(-4.4) 

0.001 
-10.6 
(-5.6) 

<0.001 
4.5 

(0.04) 
0.301 

-0.7 
(-0.5) 

0.052 

P<0.05 is Considered Significant, MD- Mean Difference 

The End diastolic velocity (EDV) had changed from 34.8(11.1) cm/sec at HOB 

00 to 32.5(9.8) cm/sec at HOB 300 and to 30.4(8.8) cm/sec at HOB 600. The 6.6% of 

decrease in EDV with a mean difference of -2.26cm/s when HOB changed from 00-300 

and a 6.5% of fall with a mean difference of -2.11cm/s at HOB 600 from HOB 300 were 

clinically significant (p<0.005). This 12.6% decrease in EDV from HOB 00 to 600 was 

clinically and statistically significant (p=0.001). 

The Mean flow velocity (MFV) had shown a decrease from 52.7(13.7) cm/sec at 

HOB 00 to a mean value of 51.3(12.8) cm/sec at HOB 300 and to 47.2(11.9) cm/sec at 

HOB 600. The relative change registered was -2.7% when the HOB was moved from 00 

to 300 whereas a significant decrease of 6.5% occurred at an elevation of HOB from 300 

to 600 (p<0.001). This 10.6% decrease and a mean difference of -5.6cm/s in MFV with 

change in HOB from 00 to 600 was clinically and statistically significant  (p<0.001). 
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The changes in PI from a mean value of 0.88 (0.19) at HOB 00 to 0.93(0.19) at 

HOB 600 showing a relative change of 4.5% and an absolute mean difference of 0.04 was 

insignificant. The regional cerebral oxygenation by NIRS had a mean value of 71(7.7) 

% at HOB 00 on the operated side. The change in the NIRS values with the change in 

HOB elevation to 300 (0.4%, a mean difference of 0.3) and subsequently to 600 (0.3%, a 

mean difference of -0.18) was not significant. The change of HOB from 00 to 600 had not 

altered NIRS value. 

Non –operated side 

The cerebral blood flow velocities (PSV, EDV, MFV) of MCA and PI with NIRS 

values for 40 patients on the Non-operated hemisphere are shown in Table 8 and the 

relative percentage variations with the HOB elevations are depicted in Table 9. 

Table 8 Shows the Mean Values of Cerebral Blood Flow Velocities and Cerebral Oxygenation on the 

Nonoperated Hemisphere at Different HOB Positions 

HOB 

(SUPINE) 

PSV 

(cm/s) 
meanSD 

EDV(cm/s) 

mean SD 

MFV(cm/s) 

mean SD 

PI 

mean 
SD 

NIRS (%) 

mean SD 

00 81.4 19.3 36.1 11.8 54.4 15.2 0.830.15 70.46.9 

300 79.9 18.4 34.4 9.9 51.9 13.9 0.890.21 70.47.0 

600 75.2 16.7 31.7 7.8 48.9 11.4 0.890.19 70.27.4 
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Table 9 Shows the Relative Percentage Changes in Cerebral Flow Velocities and NIRS Values with 

Different HOB Positions on the Nonoperated Hemisphere.  

HOB 

PSV EDV MFV PI NIRS 

% 

(MD) 

P 

value 

% 

(MD) 

P 

value 

% 

(MD) 

P 

value 

% 

(MD) 

P 

value 

% 

(MD) 

P 

value 

00-300 
-1.7 

(-1.36) 
0.660 

-5.1 

(-1.7) 
0.070 

-4.5 

(-2.46) 
0.120 

7 

(0.06) 
0.350 

0.4 

(0.3) 
1.000 

300-600 
-6.0 

(-4.81) 
<0.001 

-7.4 

(-2.68) 
0.007 

-5.7 

(-2.98) 
0.007 

1.1 

(0.01) 
0.440 

-0.2 

(-0.18) 
1.000 

00-600 
-7.6 

(-6.18) 
0.001 

-12.1 

(-4.4) 
0.001 

-10.1 

(-5.5) 
<0.001 

6 

(-0.05) 
0.140 

-0.1 

(-0.1) 
0.614 

P<0.05 is considered significant. MD- Mean difference 

The peak systolic velocity (PSV) from a baseline of a mean of 81.4(19.3) cm/sec 

at HOB supine 00 changed (1.7%) insignificantly to 79.9(18.4) cm/sec as the HOB went 

up to 300. However on further elevation to HOB 600, there was a significant (6.0%) fall to 

a mean value of 75.2(16.7) cm/sec. With a change in HOB position from 00 to 600, PSV 

dropped by 7.6% with an absolute mean difference of -6.18 cm/sec and it was significant 

(P=0.001). 

The End diastolic velocity (EDV) had changed from 36.1(11.8) cm/sec at HOB 

00 to 34.4(9.9) cm/sec at HOB 300 and to 31.7(7.8) cm/sec at HOB 600. The 5.1% of 

decrease in EDV with a mean difference of -1.7 cm/sec with change in HOB from 00-300 

and a 7.4% of fall with a mean difference of -2.68 cm/s at HOB 600 from 300 were 
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clinically significant.(p=0.007) This 12.1% decrease in EDV from HOB 00 to 600 was 

clinically and statistically significant.(p=0.001) 

The Mean flow velocity (MFV) had shown a decrease from 54.4 (15.2) cm/sec 

at HOB 00 to a mean value of 51.9 (13.9) cm/sec at HOB 300 and to 48.9 (11.4) cm/sec 

at HOB 600. The relative change registered was -4.5% when the HOB was moved from 

00 to 300 whereas a significant decrease of 5.7% occurred at elevation of HOB from 300 

to 600 (p=0.007). This 10.1% decrease and a mean difference of -5.5cm/s in MFV with 

change in HOB from 00 to 600 was clinically and statistically significant (p<0.001). 

The changes in PI from a mean value of 0.83 (0.15) at HOB 00 to 0.89(0.19) at 

HOB 600 showing a relative change of 6% and an absolute mean difference of -0.05 was 

insignificant. The regional cerebral oxygenation by NIRS had a mean value of 70.4(6.9) 

% at HOB 00 on the non-operated side. The change in the NIRS values with the change in 

HOB elevation to 300 (0.4%, a mean difference of 0.3) and subsequently to 600 (-0.2%, a 

mean difference of -0.18) was not significant. 

Comparison of MFV and NIRS Values on the Operated and Non-operated 

Hemispheres 

The changes in MFV on the operated hemisphere from Supine HOB 00 to 300 

were comparable to the Non-operated side. Though, an absolute mean difference of -

4.2±12.8 cm/sec in MFV on the operated side with HOB from 300-600 was higher than 

that seen on the opposite side, the finding was insignificant as depicted in Table 10 and 

Figure 13. The average decrease in NIRS values were comparable between hemispheres 

at all positions studied as shown in Table 11 and Figure 14.  
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Table 10 Compares the Relative Percentage changes and Absolute Mean Difference in MFV On the 

Operated Side With the Nonoperated Hemisphere with different HOB positions.   

HOB MFV_Ips MFV_Con P value 

0
0
-30

0
 

-2.7% 
(-1.4013.7) 

-4.5% 
(-2.468.9) 

0.466 

30
0
-60

0
 

-6.5% 
(-4.212.8) 

-5.7% 
(-2.9813.9) 

0.236 

0
0
-60

0
 

-10.6% 
(-5.611.9) 

-10.1% 
(-5.511.4) 

0.628 

MFV_Ips - Operated Side Mean Flow Velocity, MFV_Con - Nonoperated Side Mean Flow Velocity.  P<0.05 is considered significant  

Figure 13 - Depicts the Changes in mean flow velocity (MFV) on the Operated and 

Nonoperated Hemispheres with Elevations in HOB. 
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Table 11 Compares the Relative Percentage changes and the Absolute Mean Differences in NIRS 

Values on the Operated Side with those on Non-Operated Side with change in HOB positions.  

HOB NIRS_Ips NIRS_Con P value 

0
0
-30

0
 

0.4% 

(0.33.4) 

0.4% 

(0.33.3) 
0.636 

30
0
-60

0
 

-0.3% 

(-0.23.3) 

-0.2% 

(-0.182.3) 
0.623 

0
0
-60

0
 

-0.7% 

(-0.53.4) 

-0.1% 

(-0.13.9) 
0.864 

 
NIRS_Ips - Cerebral Oxygenation on the Operated Side. NIRS_Con - Cerebral Oxygenation on the Nonoperated Side. P<0.05 

is considered Significant. 

Figure 14 Depicts the changes in NIRS values on both Sides (Operated And Nonoperated Side) with 

elevations in HOB 
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Systemic Hemodynamic Responses to HOB elevations 

Systolic (SBP), diastolic (DBP) and mean (MAP) arterial blood pressure values 

when measured with the transducer at phlebostatic axis (PA) did not show any clinical or 

statistical significant difference with the elevations of supine HOB 00 to 300 or from HOB 

300 to 600 as shown in Table 12 and 13.  

Table 12 Shows the Hemodynamic Responses with Transducer at Phlebostatic Axis (Heart 

Level) with Different HOB Positions.  

HOB 

(SUPINE) 

HR 

(/minute) 

MeanSD 

SBP 

(mmHg) 

MeanSD 

DBP 

(mmHg) 

MeanSD 

MAP 

(mmHg) 

MeanSD 

00 81.713.6 130.716.3 73.612.1 92.313.3 

300 84.315.5 130.014.3 73.110.8 91.512.3 

600 86.814.9 127.616.5 71.510.4 89.412.8 

P value <0.001 0.067 0.064 0.061 

P<0.005 is considered significant. 

Heart rate increased from a mean of 81.713.6 per minute at HOB 00 to 84.315.5 

per minute at HOB 300 (3%, mean difference of 2.6) and it was significant with a 

(p=0.002). There was a 6% increase in heart rate with the change of HOB to 600 from 

00and this was significant (P<0.001).  The systolic blood pressure was 130.716.3 at 

HOB 00 with the transducer at phlebostatic axis (heart level). It fell by 2.4% (absolute 

mean difference of -3.1 mmHg, p=0.06) when HOB was raised from 00 to 600. Diastolic 

blood pressure changed (-2.9%) from a mean value of 73.612.1 to 71.510.4 mmHg 

with nil significance. Mean arterial blood pressure fell by 3% from a mean value of 
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92.3±13.3 mmHg at 00 to a mean value of 89.412.8 mmHg at HOB 600 and this 

decrease had neither clinical nor statistical significance. 

Table 13 Shows the Relative Percentage Changes and Absolute Mean Difference Changes in Systemic 

Hemodynamics with the Transducer at Phlebostatic Axis (Heart Level).  

HOB 

HR SBP DBP MAP 

% 
(MD) 

P value 
% 

(MD) 
P value 

% 
(MD) 

P value 
% 

(MD) 
P value 

00-300 
3.2% 
(2.6) 

0.002 
0.5% 
(-0.7) 

1.000 
0.7% 
(-0.5) 

0.101 
0.9% 
(-0.8) 

0.220 

300-600 
3% 

(2.5) 
0.026 

2% 
(-2.4) 

0.177 
2.2% 
(-1.6) 

0.060 
2.3% 
(-2.1) 

0.090 

00-600 
6% 

(5.1) 
<0.001 

2.4% 
(-3.1) 

0.060 
2.9% 
(-2.1) 

0.054 
3.1% 
(-2.9) 

0.060 

MD - Mean Difference. P<0.05 Is Considered Significant. 

The changes in hemodynamic parameters with the transducer at Tragus (Tr) level 

are more significant as shown in Table 14 and 15.  

Table 14 Shows the Hemodynamic Responses in Different HOB Positions with the Transducer at 

Tragus.  

HOB 

(Supine) 

SBP (mmHg) 

meanSD 

DBP (mmHg) 

meanSD 

MAP (mmHg) 

meanSD 

0
0
 129.816.8 73.911.4 92.713.4 

30
0
 124.914.5 68.210.8 86.712.1 

60
0
 119.614.9 64.39.8 82.411.7 

P value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

P<0.05 is Significant. SD - Standard Deviation. 
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The MAP_Tr was 92.713.4 mmHg at HOB 00 and it had decreased to a mean of 

86.712.1 mmHg at HOB 300. This decrease was highly significant (p<0.001). With the 

elevation of HOB to 600, this fall of 4.95% with a mean difference of -4.3 mmHg was 

further significant (p<0.001). The 11.1% fall in MAP_Tr occurring with the change in 

HOB from 00 to 600 was significant (p<0.001) in comparison to the 3.1% decrease found 

in MAP measured with the transducer at phlebostatic axis (Figure 15). The mean value of 

systolic blood pressure was 129.816.8mmHg at HOB 00 with the transducer at Tragus. It 

fell by 3.8% (absolute mean difference of -4.9 mmHg, p<0.001) when HOB was raised 

from 00 to 300. This fall continued with further elevation to 600. Systolic blood pressure 

fell significantly by 7.9% with a mean difference of -10.2 mmHg between the HOB 00-

600 ( p<0.001).   Diastolic blood pressure decreased by 12.9% from a mean of 73.911.4 

to 64.39.8 mmHg which was statistically significant (p<0.001). 

Table 15 Showing the Relative Percentage Changes and the Absolute Mean Difference in Systemic 

Hemodynamics Measured with the Transducer at the Level of Tragus.  

HOB 

HR SBP DBP MAP 

% 

(MD) 
P value 

% 

(MD) 
P value 

% 

(MD) 
P value 

% 

(MD) 
P value 

00-300 
3.2% 

(2.6) 
0.002 

3.8% 

(-4.9) 
<0.001 

7.7% 

(-5.7) 
<0.001 

6.5% 

(-6.0) 
<0.001 

300-600 
3% 

(2.5) 
0.026 

4.2% 

(-5.3) 
<0.001 

5.7% 

(-3.9) 
<0.001 

4.95% 

(-4.3) 
<0.001 

00-600 
6% 

(5.1) 
<0.001 

7.9% 

(-10.2) 
<0.001 

12.99% 

(-9.6) 
<0.001 

11.1% 

(-10.3) 
<0.001 

MD = Mean Difference. P<0.05 is Significant. 
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Figure 15 Shows the Changes in Mean Arterial Pressure at Different HOB Positions with Transducer Zeroed at 

Different Locations.  

 

MAP_Tr - MAP with the Transducer at Tragus Level. MAP_PA - MAP with the Transducer at Phlebostatic Axis 

(Heart Level). 

TCD Derived Cerebral Perfusion Pressure (CPPe) And Intracranial Pressure 

(ICPe)  

The mean CPPe was 74.7 11.2 at HOB 00 and it fell by 4.04% at 300. The 6.2% 

fall in CPPe with a mean difference of -4.48 mmHg was not clinically or statistically 

significant as shown in Table 16. However the change from the HOB 00 to 600 had 

elicited a 10% change with absolute mean difference of -7.45 mmHg was statistically 

highly significant (p<0.001). ICPe was computed from CPPe using MAP obtained with 

the transducer at Tragus level (MAP_Tr minus CPPe). ICPe had significantly decreased 

from a mean of 16.44.8 mmHg at HOB 00 by 15.4% (mean difference of -2.53) to 
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13.94.4 mmHg at HOB 300(p <0.001).  ICPe decreased significantly by 14.7% to a 

mean of 11.8 4.8 mmHg at HOB 600 (p<0.001).  We observed a decrease of 28% in 

ICPe with change of HOB from 00 to 600 which was highly significant (p<0.001). (Figure 

16) 

Table 16 shows the CPPe and ICPe values at different HOB positions along with relative percentage 

change at each HOB position 

HOB 

CPPe 

mmHg 

MeanSD 

Absolute mean difference 

and relative % change     (p 

value) 

ICPe 

mmHg 

Mean

SD 

Absolute mean difference and 

relative % change           (p 

value) 

00 74.711.2 -3.02 

-4.04% 

(0.08) 

 

 

-7.45 

-10% 

(<0.001) 

16.44.8 
-2.53 

-15.4% 

(0.002) 

 

-4.58 

-28% 

(<0.001) 

300 71.79.5 
-4.48 

-6.2% 

(0.07) 

 

13.94.4 -2.05 

-14.7% 

(<0.001) 
600 67.210.1  11.84.3  

                   Figure 16 compares the decrease in CPPe and ICPe with elevations of HOB. 
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Correlations between the Change in Flow Velocities, NIRS, CPP and MAP 

The Bivariate correlations between the observed 10.62% decrease in MFV on the 

operated side along with parallel decrease of 10% in non-operated side, from supine HOB 

00 to HOB 600 and the MAP_Tr which decreased by11.1% were weak (r=0.014, p =0.484 

on the operated side and r=0.072, p=0.660 on the non-operated side) as shown in Table 

17. There was a poor correlation between the percent changes in MFV and NIRS as the 

HOB moved from 00 to 600. 

Table 17 Correlations between the percent changes in MFV and NIRS, MAP at both transducer 

locations with HOB 0
0
-60

0
.  

 
Operated side Non- operated side 

r P r p 

MAP_PA 0.018 0.911 -0.114 0.484 

MAP_Tr 0.014 0.930 0.072 0.660 

NIRS -0.164 0.312 0.200 0.215 

N=40, P<0.05 is significant. 

The changes in MAP values at tragus correlated moderately with those of CPPe at 

various head of bed positions as shown in Table 18.The change in HOB from 00 to 600 

had brought a decrease of 10.9 5.1% in MAP_Tr that had moderate correlation with the 

decrease of 9.9 8.6 % in CPPe. (r=0.400, p=0.010) 
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Table 18 Correlations between the % changes of MAP at tragus (MAP_Tr) with CPPe at different 

HOB positions.  CPPe is the estimated CPP, N=40, P<0.05 is significant 

HOB Variables % Change r p 

0
0
-30

0
 

MAP_Tr -6.3  4.3 
0.407 0.009 

CPPe -7.2 10.6 

30
0
-60

0
 

MAP_Tr -4.9  4.3 
0.402 0.010 

CPPe -1.8 10.6 

0
0
-60

0
 

MAP_Tr -10.9  5.1 
0.400 0.010 

CPPe -9.9  8.6 
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Correlation of CPPe with Invasive Cerebral Perfusion Pressure 

In 10 patients who were having EVD placed, the ICP was measured at the time of 

study. MAP obtained with the transducer at Tragus was used to compute CPPm. An 

absolute difference between measured and estimated CPP was 5.5 mmHg at HOB 300. 

The difference was less at HOB 00 or 600. Correlation between averaged CPPm and CPPe 

was strongly significant at HOB 00 (r=0.945; n=10; p < 0.001) and 600 (r=0.922; 

p<0.001).  

Table 19 Shows The Correlation Of CPPe With CPPm.  

HOB 
(supine) 

CPPm (mmHg) 

meanSD 
CPPe (mmHg) 

meanSD 
r value P value 

00 78.115.9 79.813.6 0.945 <0.001 

300 74.712.8 69.28.5 0.732 0.016 

600 72.211.9 70.19.6 0.922 <0.001 

CPPe - CPP Estimated. CPPm - CPP  Invasive. P<0.05 Is Considered Significant. N=10 

 

Table 20 Shows The Correlation Of ICPe With ICPm.  

HOB 
(supine) 

ICPm (mmHg) 
meanSD 

ICPe (mmHg) 
meanSD 

r value P value 

00 13.05.1 11.51.4 -0.214 0.551 

300 11.16.0 10.02.5 0.073 0.841 

600 9.45.9 9.32.6 0.437 0.201 

ICPe - ICP Estimated ICPm - ICP Invasive P<0.05 Is Considered Significant. N=10 

The mean difference between ICPe and ICPm was 1.54.9 at HOB 00. The mean 

difference was 0.1 6.9 at 600. However, we could not get a statistical correlation 

between them at various HOB positions as shown in Table 20. 
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A critical component of neurointensive care is to identify the most optimal Head 

of bed position that would maintain adequate CBF and cerebral oxygenation while 

preventing rise in ICP. Previous studies that were performed on the relationship between 

the CBF velocity and head elevation in different head pathologies produced different sets 

of results. (44-56) This heterogeneity makes the determination of ideal HOB in the 

immediate postoperative phase all the more difficult.  

Our hypothesis was that the change of HOB from 0-60 degrees would not cause 

significant changes in the cerebral hemodynamics in the immediate postoperative 

neurosurgical patients. Though we found insignificant changes in cerebral hemodynamics 

with HOB elevated till 30 degrees elevation, the further rise to 60 degrees caused 

significant changes in cerebral hemodynamics and systemic hemodynamics.  

The main finding of our study was that the cerebral blood flow velocities of MCA 

on both the hemispheres had no significant change when the HOB of the patient in supine 

position was raised from 00 to 300. This finding of ours is consistent with the observations 

of Kose and Hatipoglu (53). They had studied the effects of head position (00 and 300) on 

cerebral blood flow velocity in patients who underwent cranial surgery for an intracranial 

lesion. They observed insignificant changes in cerebral mean blood flow velocities with 

change in HOB 00 and 300. Intact Cerebral Autoregulation along with robust 

compensatory mechanisms of the body was cited as the explanations for the insignificant 

changes in cerebral and systemic hemodynamics observed. The mean flow velocities of 

their patients were taken in only 0° and 30° head elevations as compared to our patients 

who were put to greater orthostatic stress at HOB 600. 
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We had a significant fall in MFV on both the hemispheres (p<0.001) and a 10% 

fall in derived CPPe as well with the change of HOB from 00 to 600 (p<0.001). In our 

study, we added more credibility to the finding by measuring cerebral oxygenation with 

NIRS and reassured the adequacy of cerebral blood flow at HOB 300 and 600. Kose and 

Hatipoglu further observed that the arterial blood pressure (systolic, diastolic, mean 

arterial pressure) values did not change statistically with head elevations and body 

positions. However their study was done after 72 hours of postoperative period unlike 

ours that was done within 3 hours within which the homeostatic mechanisms maintaining 

the cerebral and systemic hemodynamics may be altered.  

We observed that the MFVs of both hemispheres significantly decreased by 10% 

when the HOB was raised from 00 to 600. This decrease in MFV was not associated with 

significant change in cerebral oxygenation as evidenced by NIRS at HOB 600.  

Due to the dearth of other similar studies in this subset of patients exploring the 

effect of various HOB positions particularly at 600 on cerebral hemodynamics in the 

literature, comparisons are done with related studies, such as those that looked into 

changes with posture induced by HOB tilt in healthy volunteers. (50,54,55)  

Romero et al. carried out a HUT (Head Up Tilt up to 700 from 00) study on nine 

healthy volunteers, during both euhydration and dehydration. They found that the 15% 

reductions of cerebral blood flow velocity with HUT up to 700 were significant 

(p<0.001), however no significant differences between the two groups seen irrespective 

of hydration status (p>0.05). Systolic pressure, pulse pressure, stroke volume and mean 

arterial blood pressure fell during HUT 700 under both conditions irrespective of 

hydration status, but the absolute mean values were significantly lower (P< 0.05) in the 
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dehydration group with a greater increase in heart rate (p<0.05). (50) We in our study had 

not measured the venous pressure as a static measure of hydration status in ICU. But, the 

patients included in the study were hemodynamically stable with intraoperative goal of 

euvolemia maintained as monitored by the dynamic measure of pulse pressure variation. 

The study being done within 3 hours of shifting of patient to ICU and stable 

hemodynamics at resting position rules out hypovolemia as a cause for the significant 

raise in heart rate seen with HOB elevation to 300 and 600 in our study. Though in our 

study the increase in heart rate was statistically significant (p<0.01), the mean rise was 

only 5.1 beats per minute and thus has no clinical significance.  

Garrett et al. measured cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFv) in the middle cerebral 

arteries, mean arterial blood pressure (MAP), cardiac output, and end-tidal carbon 

dioxide (PETCO2) in 18 young healthy individuals during repeated periods of supine and 

seated rest (900). They observed a 13% reduction in cerebral blood flow velocity, 5.8% 

reduction in partial pressure of end-tidal carbon dioxide (PETCO2) and a 19.5% decrease 

in MAP when changing from supine (0°) to seated (90°) posture. They got a weak 

correlation between MAP and CBFv despite demonstration of a 0.76% change in CBFv 

per mmHg change in MAP. (54) 

 In our study, arterial blood pressure (systolic, diastolic, mean arterial pressure) 

values with the transducer at phlebostatic axis did not change statistically with head 

elevations. However the arterial blood pressure (systolic, diastolic, mean arterial 

pressure) values with the transducer at tragus did change statistically with head elevations 

(p<0.001). MAP at tragus had significantly decreased by 11% with the patient HOB 

change from 00 to 600. In our post craniotomy patients we observed a 10.6% decrease in 
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MFV from 00 to 600 head up with 11% change in MAP at Tragus and it was highly 

significant (p<0.001). Plausible explanation to this apparent pressure passive relationship 

between MFV and MAP at tragus level could be that the autoregulation mechanism of 

our patients may be altered secondary to surgical trauma due to retraction, dissection or 

cerebral edema in the immediate postoperative phase in NICU. However, we too did not 

observe a correlation between MAP_Tr and MFV on both sides refuting the pressure 

passive relation(r=0.072, p=0.660). This explains that MAP may not be the only factor 

influencing the change in MFV in the immediate postoperative period.  

All studies that use flow velocities as a surrogate for flow in cerebral vessels tend 

to hold a view that MCA diameter remains constant during the course of change in the 

CO2 level. However, intraoperative measurements and MRI based findings have 

suggested an approximate 2% change in MCA diameter with changes in CO2. (76,77) 

Garret et al failed to find the relative contribution of MABP, PETCO2, cardiac output, 

and hydrostatic pressure that could have adequately explained the variance in CBFv 

between postures. (54) We totally agree with their opinion that the regression model may 

not have been sensitive enough to detect these relationships given the large degree of 

individual variability in the responses and smaller sample size, as is the case with our 

study. To add to this, our study patients were post craniotomy and possibly more 

sensitive to the influences of MAP, partial pressure of carbon dioxide in blood and 

cardiac output on cerebral hemodynamics, compared to the healthy volunteers in the 

study by Garret et al. Since we had not looked in to the variations in the partial pressure 

of carbon dioxide and cardiac output with change in HOB positions, their influences on 

Cerebral blood flow and MFV cannot be ruled out.  (54) 
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Lam et al studied cerebral blood velocity and associated hemodynamic parameters 

during gradual changes in head positioning (between 0° and 30°) head positions in 18 

healthy volunteers. They found that the MAP, cerebral blood velocity and critical closing 

pressure (Cr CP) were significantly reduced with no change in resistance area product 

(RAP, index of cerebrovascular resistance). Autoregulation index (ARI) values were not 

influenced by postural change. (55) This is in contrast to our study where in the mean 

flow velocity of the MCA on both hemispheres changed significantly (p<0.001). This 

probably is due to the fact that our study group consisted of postoperative patients unlike 

the healthy volunteers involved in their study. 

Ugras GA et al. had evaluated the effects of different head of bed (HOB) 

elevations (150,300,450) and body positions on intracranial pressure (ICP) and cerebral 

perfusion pressure (CPP) and to identify safe positions for neurosurgical patients with 

different Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) scores. Intracranial pressure (Intraventricular 

catheter) was zeroed at the level of tragus and invasive blood pressure was zeroed at the 

level of the right atrium. They found that ICP increased and CPP decreased in the supine 

position with different degrees of HOB elevation (150,300,450), however, they were not 

statistically significant. (66) On the other hand in our study, patients’ ICP estimated from 

the TCCD derived CPPe significantly decreased at 300 as well as 600 HOB position 

(p<0.001). CPPe obtained from the TCCD based flow velocities had shown a 10% 

decrease, which was statistically highly significant when the HOB was elevated to 600 

(p<0.001).            

Despite this significant change, the CPP was within the limits of recommendation 

by the Brain Trauma Foundation. (6) The difference in results in ICP can be explained by 
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the fact that ours was derived from the CPP estimated from TCCD derived cerebral blood 

flow velocities. Secondly, the effect of 300 of HOB may affect the outcomes of 600 of 

head elevation as the observations were made at a 2-hour interval in their study. (66) This 

could have given enough time to obviate the effect of change unlike ours where only 5 

minutes optimization was observed in each position.  Though in our study CPPe was 

derived from cerebral blood flow velocities determined by TCCD, Melek Gura et al had 

demonstrated a strong correlation of the noninvasive and invasive values of CPP in 47 

TBI patients. The correlation between noninvasive and invasive CPP measurements was 

strongly significant (p < 0.001) with a correlation coefficient of r = 0.920. (33) We too 

had an excellent correlation between the measured CPP (MAP_Tr minus ICP) and CPPe 

in 10 patients were ICP was measured with the EVD catheter in situ. ( r=0.92, p<0.001) 

CPP based on the MAP at the level of heart in the study by Ugras GA et al could 

affect its accuracy as pointed out by McNett et al in patients with neurological injury. 

McNett et al found that values obtained using the Tragus as reference point were 10–

12mmHg lower for all hemodynamic parameters (SBP, DBP, MAP, CPP) when 

compared to readings obtained with the phlebostatic axis (heart level) as reference 

location. These differences were statistically highly significant for each parameter across 

all measurement days (p < 0.000). (21)  

We tried to correlate the changes in the MAP obtained with the transducer at both 

locations and flow velocity. We found that though the changes in MAP_Tr from 0 to 60 

degrees (-11%) were on par with the changes in MFV (-10.5 %) on the operated and non-

operated hemispheres, the statistical correlations were poor between them. Hence, 

suggestion that MAP at tragus level is representative of CBF cannot be firmly made. 
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In a meta-analysis aimed to determine an optimal HOB degree (0,10,15,30,45) to 

decrease ICP in post-craniotomy patients, HOB elevation of 300 or 450 was found to be 

optimal for decreasing ICP and our study concurs with it. The meta-analysis has not 

looked in to CPP changes with HOB elevation and had very few studies to comment on 

the effect of HOB 600 on cerebral hemodynamics and cerebral oxygenation. (61)  

The goal of ICP and CPP based management is to deliver adequate CBF and 

oxygen to the brain and to avoid cerebral ischemia. Optimal CPP and ICP do not always 

ensure adequate cerebral blood flow and oxygenation. The influence of orthostatic stress 

on rScO2 is illustrated in the beach chair position (90°) in which rScO2 is reported to 

decrease in 80% of patients. (37-40) NIRS offers a possibility to evaluate whether CBF is 

maintained when blood pressure is low, as induced by anesthesia, or in response to 

change in HOB position.  

Ledwith et al looked in to the effects of different head and body positions on 

cerebral hemodynamics in 33 neurosurgical patients who were predominantly SAH 

patients. They found that at 450 HOB position CPP calculated with MAP at phlebostatic 

axis changed minimal with a significant decrease in ICP (p=0.002). Licox PbtO2 

monitoring revealed a significant decrease by 9.43% (p=0.004). (57) We too had 

insignificant changes in MAP at phlebostatic level but the MAP at tragus had a 

significant fall. In our patients the fall was not significant enough to bring a reduction in 

regional oxygen saturation monitored by NIRS with change in HOB position. The 

different locations of the cerebral oxygen monitor could play a role in different 

observation. 
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In our study we had used noninvasive NIRS cerebral oxygen monitor. Budohoski 

et al studied retrospectively, the response patterns of PbtO2, NIRS, and cerebral blood 

flow velocity (CBFV) to changes in arterial pressure (AP) and intracranial pressure (ICP) 

in 42 head-injured patients. They demonstrated that these modalities monitor different 

stages of cerebral oxygen supply and have different reaction times. The differences in 

reaction time between NIRS parameters (Faster changes than PbtO2) and PbtO2 were 

significant (P<0.001). (78) Okada and Delpy had demonstrated with a simulation model 

that variations in skull thickness and CSF layer thickness might alter the NIRS values. 

(79) However in our study the patient was own control and we observed the relative 

changes in the patients with HOB elevations.  

We designed our study to assess postural change in cerebral hemodynamics only 

and not an assessment of static or dynamic CA. We chose it to be so because posture 

change is an intervention that is commonly performed to alter ICP and cerebral perfusion 

in the clinical setting. We specifically aimed to observe the changes in cerebral 

hemodynamics with HOB position change in immediate postoperative phase of elective 

supratentorial craniotomy patients. 

The clinical impact of a significant decrease in mean blood flow velocity and the 

derived CPP at HOB 600 in neurosurgical patients in the immediate postoperative period 

is unknown. More evidence-based practices based on sound studies investigating the 

effect of HOB elevation on cerebral hemodynamics are the need of the hour.  
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CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS 

Positioning the neurosurgical patients is an important part of critical care 

management as far as the CPP and ICP is concerned. Since evidence based on the 

existing literature is limited, the practice of making HOB to 15-30 degrees is commonly 

practiced and advocated. However these patients are also prone for respiratory 

complications during their hospital stay including VAP where the recommendations are 

to keep the patient’s HOB more than 30 degree for prevention of these complications.  

Our study highlights the importance of understanding these cerebral and 

peripheral hemodynamic changes due to head position are critical in the immediate 

postoperative phase following elective craniotomy as it is for the management of other 

critically ill patients in NICU (AIS, TBI, SAH). Our study shows that greater benefits 

was achieved in terms of ICP reduction (28%) when the HOB was elevated to 60 degrees, 

where as the noted decrease in CPP mean value was within the safe recommendation 

advised by the Brain Trauma Foundation. (6) Hence managing these patients with HOB 

elevated to 50-60 degrees could be beneficial.  

However we recommend exercising caution in elevating the HOB to 60 degrees 

due to the fall in MFV, CPP and MAP if the CPP guided management is opted. Since day 

care neurosurgery is an upcoming and evolving practice, it is imperative to understand 

and archive more knowledge on cerebral hemodynamics for better management of 

patients especially when attempt for early mobilization is the goal. More clinical studies, 

with larger sample size and different head elevations, are needed to enhance our 

knowledge on the care of these patients. 
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Limitations 

 

1) Primary limitation is measurement of physiological parameters only once in the 

immediate postoperative phase. Because physiological values fluctuate 

continuously in the critical care setting, it is understood that recording of one 

value will not be reflective of all values. However, the aim of our study was to 

identify differences in cerebral hemodynamics with changes in HOB positions, 

which was fulfilled. 

2) The limitation in use of cerebral blood flow velocities by TCCD as an index for 

cerebral blood flow is recognised. The measurements are operator dependent and 

were limited to middle cerebral artery (MCA).  

3) We did not measure the venous pressure and its changes with posture, which 

represents the effective downstream pressure determining the cerebral blood flow. 

4) All our patients had their ICP less than 20 mmHg and were those who underwent 

only supratentorial surgery. The study cannot be extrapolated to patients with 

higher ICP values. 

5) Our patients were spontaneously breathing patients and the results cannot be 

extrapolated to the mechanically ventilated patients. 
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Summary  

 

The primary aim of nursing patients in ICU with elevated HOB is to improve 

venous return, reduce ICP and maintain CPP. Current practices use HOB of 15-30 

degrees with reservations on CPP reductions if HOB is elevated further. This study was 

conducted to observe the effects of different head of bed positions (supine HOB 00, 300, 

600) on cerebral haemodynamics using TCD and NIRS in the postoperative neurosurgical 

patients. This prospective observational study included a total of 40 patients aged 

between 18-65 years belonging to ASA 1 and 2 with GCS14 /15 who underwent elective 

intracranial surgery for supratentorial lesions.  

Our study results showed that changing HOB from 00-300 had insignificant 

changes in mean flow velocity, cerebral oxygenation, MAP at phlebostatic axis despite 

modest reduction in ICP. However on further head elevation to 600, we found that there 

was a very significant ICP reduction, with a significant fall in mean flow velocity of 

middle cerebral artery, CPP and MAP at the level of tragus with nil changes in cerebral 

oxygenation as shown by NIRS. From our study, we highlight the importance of 

monitoring and maintenance of cerebral haemodynamics when the HOB position is more 

than 30 degrees. Using NIRS as a part of multimodality monitoring in ICU gives us an 

added benefit in preventing secondary brain injury due to cerebral hypoperfusion in 

patients nursed in HOB position greater than 300. If greater ICP reduction is a goal of 

ICU management, HOB more than 30 degrees is a good option provided hemodynamics 

and CPP are monitored and maintained.  
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Conclusions 

 

Different head of bed elevations cause changes in CBF velocity and arterial blood 

pressure in patients who undergo cranial surgery. But these changes are not significant up 

to HOB 300 as evidenced by multiple studies in Literature. 

Higher head elevations of 600 may be applied in postoperative period for better 

reduction in ICP or as a measure to prevent postoperative pulmonary complications when 

complemented with TCCD and cerebral oxygenation monitoring like NIRS. However, 

further validation of transcranial monitoring of cerebral perfusion and bedside monitoring 

with NIRS use, to optimize head of bed (HOB) positioning for maximizing cerebral 

perfusion in individual patients is required.  
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                          PATIENT INFORMATION CHART 

Iam, Dr Nisha B,  senior resident in Division of Neuroanaesthesia, Department of Anaesthesiology, 
the primary investigator in the study titled- “ Evaluation of Cerebral Perfusion Pressure (CPP) 
and cerebral blood flow(CBF) in different head  positions using Transcranial Doppler in 
Neurosurgical patients ” as part of my DM (Neuroanaesthesia) course. 

Name of the Investigators:  
Dr Nisha B., Dr Manikandan S., Dr  Mathew Abraham 

You are being requested to participate in this study which studies the effect of various head 
positions on ICP and CPP monitoring.  
 . 
What is ICP ? 

Increased intracranial pressure (ICP) can decrease blood flow to the brain resulting in brain damage 
or even death. In cases of elevated ICP or systemic hypotension, the cerebral perfusion pressure 
(CPP) is decreased.  
Doctors perform ICP monitoring when a person suffers from- 

1. severe head trauma,                                                                                                             
2. Bleeding of the brain (intraventricular haemorrhage),                                                                           
3. Brain tumour, 
4. Encephalitis, Meningitis 
5. Increased fluid around the brain (hydrocephalus, or "water on the brain") 
6. Ruptured cerebral aneurysm 

How is ICP monitoring done ? 

An external ventricular drain (EVD) is a temporary drain that drains cerebrospinal  fluid (CSF) 
from the CSF failed cavity in the centre of the brain to an external reservoir.The gold standard for 
continuous ICP monitoring is an intraventricular catheter connected to an external pressure 
transducer. ICP can be measured non invasively by imaging, Transcranial Doppler (TCD), Optic 
nerve sheath diameter (ONSD).  

Are there any risks? 

ICP monitoring is considered to be a safe procedure that gives good information to understand your 
condition and plan any treatment. ICP measurement in the study is by non invasively by TCD. Risk 
involved are nil. 



     
What is TCD? 

TCD is ultrasound that detects blood flow in the brain’s major arteries when applied to the sides of 
head. Ultrasound is safe, noninvasive, and does not use ionizing radiation. This procedure requires 
little to no special preparation 

Does TCD use & measurement have any side effects? 

As a non-invasive procedure, it doesn’t carry any risk to patient. Adverse events related to TCD is 
nil. 

Safety of ultrasound ? 
Ultrasound is considered a routine procedure with almost no complications.  
  

What will happen if you develop any study related injury? 

We do not expect any injury to happen to you. In addition, adverse events related to TCD is 
minimal. But if you do develop any side effects or problems due to the study, the side effects will be 
treated at no cost to you. We are unable to provide any monetary compensation, however. 

Will you have to pay for the cost of using the devices? 
TCD are used as a part of ICU management in detection of vasospasm and as surrogate marker for 
cerebral blood flow in patients with intracranial hypertension. So, no extra money will be charged 
for it, to the patients. 

Can you withdraw from this study after it starts? 

Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary and you are also free to decide to withdraw 
permission to participate in this study. If you do so, this will not affect your usual treatment at this 
hospital in any way. 

Will you have to pay additional cost? 

      No additional cost will be borne because no new test will be done for the purpose of study. 
Study will not influence the treatment, ICU stay and the duration of hospital stay.  

Will your personal details be kept confidential? 



     The results of this study will be used for thesis submission as a part of academic research and 
will be submitted to a medical journal for publication, but you will not be identified by name in any 
publication or presentation of results. However, your medical notes may be reviewed by people 
associated with the study, without your additional permission, should you decide to participate in 
this study. 

If you have any further questions, please ask  

    Dr. Nisha B (Principal investigator) Mobile number: 9787779107.  
                                                             Email: nishaalwar@sctimst.ac.in. 
For IEC Member contact, please ask  

    Dr. Mala Ramanathan, Telephone number: 0471-2524234.  
                                     Email: iec.mem.sec@sctimst.ac.in 



                           CONSENT FORM 

I am, Dr Nisha B,  senior resident in Division of Neuroanaesthesia, Department of 
Anaesthesiology is the primary investigator in the study titled-“ Evaluation of Cerebral 
Perfusion Pressure (CPP) and cerebral blood flow(CBF) in different head  positions 
using Transcranial Doppler in Neurosurgical patients ” as part of my DM 
(Neuroanaesthesia) course. 

Patient’s Name:                                       

I    _________________________    Date of Birth / Age (in years) 
_________________, son/daughter of ___________________________  

Declare that   (Please tick boxes) 

• I have read the above information provided to me regarding 
the study:   Cerebral Perfusion Pressure (CPP) and cerebral blood flow does 
not change in different head up positions compared to supine position: An 
evaluation of cerebral blood flow by Transcranial doppler flow velocities  [ ] 

I have clarified any doubts that I had. [ ] 

• I also understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary 
and that I am free to withdraw permission to continue to participate at 
any time without affecting my usual treatment or my legal rights [ ] 

• I understand that the study staff and institutional ethics committee 
members will not need my permission to look at my health records even if I 
withdraw from the trial. I agree to this access [ ] 

• I understand that my identity will not be revealed in any information 
released to third parties or published [ ] 

• I voluntarily agree to take part in this study [ ] 
• I have been provided with the contact numbers of the principle investigator, in 

case I want to know more about the study and participants rights [ ].  
• I received a copy of this signed consent form [ ] 

Name:  
Relation with patient : 
Signature:                                                                 Date:  



Name of witness: 
Signature : 
date  : 

Person Obtaining Consent 
I attest that the requirements for informed consent for the medical research 

project described in this form have been satisfied. I have discussed the research 
project with the participant and explained to him or her in nontechnical terms all of 
the information contained in this informed consent form,including any risks and 
adverse reactions that may reasonably be expected to occur. I further certify that I 
encouraged the participant to ask questions and that all questions asked were 
answered. 

Name :    

Signature :                                                                                Date:



tcmKn--¡p-Å -Im-cy-hn-h-cW ]{Xw 
 

UnFw ]T-\-̄ nsâ `mK-ambn \S-̄ p¶, ‘\yqtdm ikv{X-{In-b¡v hnt[-b-cm-Ip-¶ -tcm-Kn-I-fnÂ, 
Xe hyXyØamb \ne-IfnÂ hbv¡p-t¼mÄ, Xe-ttbm«n-¡p-Ånse s]À^yq-j³ 
k½À±¯nsâbpw Xe-t¨m-dnse cà-{]-hm-l¯n-sâbpw {Sm³kvt{I\n-bÂ tU¹-À D]-tbm-Kn-

¨pÅ hni-I-e-\w’ F¶ ]T-\-ioÀj-I-̄ nsâ apJyKth-j-I-bmb tUm. \nj _n, F¶ 
Rm³ A\-kvXo-tjym-fPn Un¸mÀ«vsaânse \yqtdm A\-kvXojy hn`m-K-̄ nse ko\n-bÀ 
sdkn-Uâm-Wv. 

 
Kth-j-I-cpsS t]cv 
tUm \nj _n, tUm. aWn-I-WvT³ Fkv, tUm. amXyq F{_lmw 
 
sFkn-]n, knkn]n \nco-£-W-§-fnÂ Xe-bpsS hyXy-Ø-amb \ne-I-fpsS {]`mhw ]Tn-¡p¶ 
Cu ]T-\-̄ nÂ ]s¦-Sp-¡m³ Xm¦-tfm-S-̀ yÀ°n-¡p-¶p. 
 

sFkn]n F¶m-se v́? 
Xe-tbm-«n-¡p-Ånse hÀ²n-X-amb k½À±w Xe-t¨m-dnse cà-{]-hmlw Ipd-¡p-Ibpw Xe-t¨m-
dnsâ XI-cm-dnt\m ac-W-¯n-\-h-sctbm Imc-W-am-Ipw. Xe-tbm-«n-¡p-Ånse hÀ²n-X-amb 
k½À±w tUmIvSÀ \nco-£n-¡p-¶-Xvþ 

1. Xe-bnse Kpcp-X-c-amb BLm-Xw 
2. Xe-t¨m-dnse cà-{kmhw ( C³{Sm-sh³{Sn-¡p-emÀ sla-td-Pv) 
3. Xe-t¨m-dnse apg 
4. F³k-̂ -sse-än-kv, sa\n-RvssP-änkv 
5. Xe-t¨m-dn-\p- Np-äpw hÀ²am\-amb {ZmhIw ( sslt{Um-kn-̂ m-e-kv, BsÃ-¦nÂ Xe-t¨m-

dn-\p-Ånse shÅw) 
6. Xe-t¨m-dnse s]m«nb  A\yq-dnkw 

 

F§n-s\-bmWv sFkn]n \nco-£Ww \S-̄ p-¶Xv? 
Xe-t¨m-dnsâ \Sp-hn-se Ipdp-sI-bpÅ sh³{Sn-¡n-fnÂ\n¶v  skdn-t{_m-kvss]-\Â {ZmhIw 
(kn-F-kv^v) Hgp-¡n-I-f-bm³ shfnbnÂ   XmXv¡m-en-I-ambn Xbm-dm¡p¶ H¶mWv ]pd-̄ pÅ 
sh³{Sn-¡p-emÀ Hmhv (C-hn-Un). XpSÀ -̈bmb sFkn]n \nco-£-W-̄ n\v sh³{Sn-¡n-fn-\-I-̄ p-
Iq-sS-bpÅ Hcp I¯o-äÀ {Sm³kvUyqkdpambn _Ôn-̧ n-¡p-¶Xv AwKo-Ir-X-am-Wv. sF]nkn 
ico-c-̄ nÂ IS-¡msX änknUn, H³-FkvUn F¶n-h-bpsS Nn{Xo-I-c-W-¯n-eqsS Af-¡m-\m-
Ipw. 
 
tamWnädnte¡v LSn¸n¨  
Fs -́¦nepw A]m-b-aptm 
Xm¦fpsS AhØ a\Ênem¡m\pw GsX¦nepw NnInÕ Bkq{XWw sN¿m\pw thp¶ 
hnhc§Ä \ÂIp¶ sFkn]n \nco£Ww  Hcp kpc£nXamb \S]SnbmWv.  
 
 

änknUn F¶mse´mWv ?  
änknUn F¶Xv, Xet¨mdnse {][m\ ip²-c-à-¡p-g-ep-I-fnse cà-tbm«w Is -̄ p-¶p. 
AÄ{Sm-kuv kpc-£n-Xhpw ico-c-̄ nÂ IS-¡m-sX-bp-ÅXpw A-b-ssW-knwKv tdUn-tb-j³ 
D]-tbm-Kn-¡m-̄ -Xp-am-Wv. Cu \S-]-Sn¡v {]tXyIw Xbm-sd-Sp-̧ p-I-sfm¶pw Bh-iy-anÃ. 
 

änknUnbpsS D]tbmK¯n\pw AfshSp¡en\pw  Fs´¦nepw ]mÀiz^e§fptm? 
icoc¯nÂ {]thin¡msXbpfve \SSnbmIbmÂ tcmKn¡v Hc]mbhpw Dm¡p¶nÃ. 
änknUnbpambn _Ôs¸« tZmjIcamb kw`h§Ä H¶panÃ. 
 
 

AÄ{Sm-ku-nsâ kpc-£n-XXzw? 
Hcp k¦oÀ®-X-I-fp-an-Ãm¯ AÄ{Sm-kuv Hcp ]Xnhv \S-]-Sn-bm-bmWv Icp-X-s -̧Sp-¶-Xv. 
 



]T\hpambn _Ôs¸«v ]cp¡pIfpmbmse v́ kw`hn¡pw ? 
 
Xm¦fpsS AhØ a\Ênem¡m\pw GsX¦nepw NnInÕ Bkq{XWw sN¿m\pw thp¶ 
hnhc§Ä \ÂIp¶ sFkn]n \nco£Ww  Hcp kpc£nXamb \S]SnbmWv.  
änknUnbpambn _Ôs¸« tZmjIcamb kw`h§Ä Gähpw IpdhmWv. ]t£ \n§Ä¡v 
]T\wapew Fs´¦nepw ]mÀiz^e§fpmbmÂ Xm¦Ä¡v NnehpmImsX B 
]mÀiz^e§Ä NnInÕn¡s¸Spw. F´mbmepw km¼¯nI \jvS]cnlmcw \ÂIm³ 
R§fmemhnÃ. 
 

D]IcW§fp]tbmKn¡p¶Xn\pÅ Nnehv Xm¦Ä \ÂItWm? 
 
hmtkmkv]mkw Is¯p¶Xn\pw, Xet¨mdn\pÅnÂ AanXaÀ±wapÅ tcmKnIfpsS 
Xet¨mdnse cà{]hml¯nsâ ktdmtKäv kqNIambpw Xo{h]cnNcW hn`mK¯nse 
ssIImcywsN¿ensâ `mKambn D]tbmKn¡p¶XmWv  änknUn. BIbmÂ A[nIw ]Ww 
AXn\mbn tcmKnbnÂ\n¶pw hkqem¡nÃ.  
 

]T\amcw`n¨tijw Xm¦Ä¡v ]n³amdmtam? 
Xm¦fpsS ]¦mfn¯w XnI¨pw kzta[bm BWv. ]T\¯nse ]¦mfn¯w ]n³hen¡m³ 
Xocpam\n¡m³ Xm¦Â¡v kzmX{´yapv. #v§ns\sS¿p¶XpsImv Bip]{XnbnÂ\n¶pw 
Xm¦Ä¡v e`n¡p¶ NnInÕsb HcpXc¯nepw _m[n¡nÃ. 
 
Xm¦Ä A[nIw Nnehv \ÂtIXptm 
]T\¯n\mbn ]pXnb ]cntim[\Isfm¶pw \S¯p¶nÃ F¶Xn\mÂ A[nINneshm¶pw 
hlnt¡n hcnÃ. ]T\w NnInÕsbtbm, Xo{h]cnNcWhn`mK¯nse hmks¯tbm 
Bip]{Xnhmks¯tbm kzm[o\n¡p¶nÃ. 
 
Xm¦fpsS hyànhnhc§Ä clkyambncn¡ptam 

]T\^ew ]T\ KthjW¯nsâ `mKamb {]_Ô¯nepw Hcp sshZy PÀ®enÂ 
{]kn²oIcn¡psa¦nepw Xm¦sf hyàn]cambn Xncn¨dnbm\nSbm¡p¶sXm¶pw 
{]kn²oIcW¯ntem ^e§fpsS {]ZÀi\¯ntem DmhnÃ. F¶ncp¶mepw 
Xm¦Ä]T\¯nÂ ]s¦Sp¡m³ k½Xn¨mÂ, Xm¦fpsS BtcmKy tcJIÄ ]T\hpambn 
_Ôs¸«bmfpIÄ Xm¦fpsS A\phmZanÃmsX ]cntim[nt¨¡mw.  

 
Xm¦Ä¡v IpSpXÂ Fs´¦nepwtNmZy§fps¦nÂ Zbhmbn tNmZn¡pI 
tUm. \nj. _n (ko\nbÀ dknUâv, A\kvXotjymfPn Un¸mÀ«vsaâv) t^m¬. 
9787779107, CsabnÂ.  nishaalwar@sctimst.ac.in. 
tUm. kp_n³ kptIi³ (AtkmkntbäUv s{]m^kÀ, A\kvXotjymfPn 

Un¸mÀ«vsaâv) t^m¬.  8289983726 CsabnÂ. subin@sctimst.ac.in  
 

]T\¯nsâ ss\XoI A\phmZhpambn _Ôs¸« hniZoIcW§Ä¡v _Ôs¸Sm³ 

tUm. ame cma\mY³ 

sa¼À sk{I«dn, IEC 
SCTIMST Xncph\´]pcw  
0471-2524234, CsabnÂ mem.sec.iec@sctimst.ac.in 
 



 

 

k½X]{Xw 

UnFw ]T-\-̄ nsâ `mK-ambn \S-̄ p¶, ‘\yqtdm ikv{X-{In-b¡v hnt[-b-cm-Ip-¶ -tcm-Kn-I-fnÂ, 
Xe hyXyØamb \ne-IfnÂ hbv¡p-t¼mÄ, Xe-ttbm«n-¡p-Ånse s]À^yq-j³ 
k½À±¯nsâbpw Xe-t¨m-dnse cà-{]-hm-l¯n-sâbpw {Sm³kvt{I\n-bÂ tU¹-À D]-tbm-Kn-

¨pÅ hni-I-e-\w’ F¶ ]T-\-ioÀj-I-̄ nsâ apJyKth-j-I-bmb tUm. \nj _n, F¶ 
Rm³ A\-kvXo-tjym-fPn Un¸mÀ«vsaânse \yqtdm A\-kvXojy hn`m-K-̄ nse ko\n-bÀ 
sdkn-Uâm-Wv. 

tcmKn-bpsS t]cv………………………………                       

P\\¯obXn/ hbÊv (hÀj¯nÂ ) 

Rm³ ………………………………… ]p{X³/]p{Xn………………….. (tImf§Ä 
ASbmfs¸Sp¯pI). \yqtdm ikv{X-{In-b¡v hnt[-b-cm-Ip-¶ -tcm-Kn-I-fnÂ, Xe 
hyXyØamb \ne-IfnÂ hbv¡p-t¼mÄ, Xe-ttbm«n-¡p-Ånse s]À^yq-j³ 
k½À±¯nsâbpw Xe-t¨m-dnse cà-{]-hm-l¯n-sâbpw {Sm³kvt{I\n-bÂ tU¹-À D]-
tbm-Kn-¨pÅ hni-I-e-\w. F¶ ]T\ kw_Ônbmbn F\n¡p \ÂInb hnhc§Ä 

hmbn¨p F¶p  {]kvXmhn¡p¶p.  Fsâ FÃm kwib§fpw ]cnlcn¨p.  [  ]  
• Fsâ Cu ]T-\-̄ n-epÅ ]¦m-fn¯w ]qÀ®-ambpw kzta[-bm-bm-sW¶pw A\p-

hmZw F\n¡v GXp-k-a-b¯pw Fsâ NnIn-Õsb _m[n-¡msX ]n³h-en-¡m³ 

Ah-Im-i-ap-s¶pw Rm³ a\-Ên-em-¡p-¶p. [  ] 
• ]Xn-hm-bpÅ ]cn-tim-[-\-IÄ¡p-]-cn-bmbn ]T\ kw_-Ôn-bmbn ]cn-tim-[-\-I-

sfm¶pw Dm-hn-sÃ¶v Rm³ a\-Ên-em-¡p-¶p. [  ] 
• Rm³ Cu ]T\¯nÂ \n¶pw ]n³amdnbmepw ]T\w \S¯p¶hÀ¡pw 

Øm]\¯nse ss\XnI I½nän AwK§Ä¡pw Fsâ BtcmKytcJIÄ 
]cntim[n¡p¶Xn\v Fsâ A\phmZw BhiyansÃ¶v Rm³ a\Ênem¡p¶p. 

AXnt\mSv Rm³ tbmPn¡p¶p. [  ]  
• Fs¶ Xncn¨dnbm\pXIp¶ hnhc§Ä H¶pw aq¶mw I£n-IÄ¡p \ÂIpItbm 

{]kn²oIcn¡pItbm sN¿nsÃ¶v Rm³ a\Ênem¡p¶p. [  ] 
• Rm³ kzta[bm ]T\¯nÂ ]s¦Sp¡m³ k½Xn¡p¶p.   [  ] 
• k½X]{X¯nsâ H¸n« Hcp tIm¸n F\n¡p In«n [  ] 

t]cv 

tcmKn-bp-am-bpÅ _Ôw 

H¸v 

XobXn 

km£nbpsS t]cv 

]s¦Sp¡p¶ BfpambpÅ _Ôw  

XobXn 

H¸v 

(k½Xw hm§p¶bmÄ)  

saUn¡Â dnkÀ¨v t{]mPIvSn\mhiyamb k½X]{X¯n\p thp¶ FÃm  LSI§fpw 
Xr]vXnIcambn \nÀhln¨ncn¡p¶psh¶v Rm³ t_m[ys¸Sp¯p¶p. ]T\]¦mfnbpambn 
KthjW]²Xnsb¸än kmt¦XntIXc ]Z§fp]tbmKn¨v FÃm hnhc§sf¸änbpw  



 

 

NÀ¨ \S¯pIbpw {]Xo£n¡mhp¶ A]ISkm[yXIfpw ]mÀiz^e§fpw 
hniZoIcn¡pIbpw sNbvXp. ]¦mfnsb tNmZy§Ä tNmZn¡m³ t{]cn¸n¡pIbpw FÃm 
tNmZy§Ä¡pw D¯cw \ÂIpIbpw sNbvXp F¶pw Rm³ km£ys¸Sp¯p¶p.  
 
({][m\ Kth-j-I-bv¡p-thn)  
k½X]{Xw hm§p¶ BfpsS t]cpw       H¸pw  
 
km£n. 
 



T - PA TCD - RT TCD - LT

HR SBP DBP MAP CVP PSV EDV MFV PI PSV EDV MFV PI

supine

Head up
300 - 450

Head up
600 - 700 

T - EOM TCD - RT TCD - LT

HR SBP DBP MAP CVP PSV EDV MFV PI PSV EDV MFV PI

supine

Head up
300 - 450

Head up
600 - 700 



PROFORMA                                                                               SERIAL NO 

“ Evaluation of Cerebral Perfusion Pressure (CPP) and cerebral blood flow(CBF) in different head  positions using Transcranial Doppler in 

Neurosurgical patients ” 

        
 Age:                          sex:                                                        Date Of  admission:                        Diagnosis: 

 CT :                                                                                                                                                     Surgery  : 

EVD : Yes / No                                                   Postoperative day:                           

Sedation :                                                            Vasopressors: 
                                                        
 Ventilator - Yes /No                                           Ventilator parameters:  
  

ICP MAP - PA CPP MAP - EOM CPP

supine

30

60



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND FORMULAE 

ICPe - Intracranial Pressure determined by TCD 

ICPe = PI( pulsatility index) = (PSV - EDV)/MFV,  

           where PSV- peak systolic velocity, EDV- end diastolic velocity, MFV- mean flow velocity 

MCA - Middle Cerebral Artery  

Fvm - Mean Flow Velocity  

FVd - End diastolic flow velocity 

CPPm - Cerebral Perfusion Pressure by invasive method = MAP- ICPe 

CPPe -  Non-invasive Cerebral Perfusion Pressure determined by TCD 

 CPPe (CPP estimated) is computed as MAP x dFV/mFV + 14.  

CVP - central venous pressure 

Peak and plateau pressures; cmH2O PEEP; cmH2O 

Tidal volume ( Vt) ; ml 

Respiratory rate ( RR) 

Inspired oxygen fraction;  ( FiO2 )% 

Peripheral oxygen saturation; (SPO2)  % 



slno age gender diagnosis surgery GCS postoperative

1 21 M Temporal DNET LT ATL + AH 14
2 27 M Rt Temporal glioma Craniotomy+Excision 14
3 39 F lt parasagittal meningioma lt craniotomy & excision 15
4 40 F rt frontal glioma rt craniotomy 14
5 51 F lt frontal glioma lt craniotomy 14
6 19 F rt temporal meningioma rt craniotomy 15
7 59 F Rt parietal glioma rt pterional craniotomy 15
8 40 M Colloid cyst craniotomy excision 15
9 73 F Frontal meningioma lt lt craniotomy 14

10 54 F rt frontal glioma rt craniotomy 14
11 45 M rt frontal glioma rt frontal craniotomy 14
12 31 M  Temporal DNET rt rt craniotomy 15
13 45 F rt p-o meningioma rt craniotomy 15
14 54 F Rt  fronto parietal glioma rt craniotomy 14
15 25 F Rt  parietal glioma rt craniotomy 15
16 60 F lt temporal glioma lt craniotomy 15
17 35 M pineal region tumour rt occipital craniotomy 14
18 57 M rt frontal parietal glioma rt pterional craniotomy 14
19 40 M rt frontal glioma rt frontal craniotomy 14
20 60 M rt parietooccipital glioma rt pterional craniotomy 15
21 31 F Rt Temporal DNET rt craniotomy 15
22 50 F rt temporal meningioma rt craniotomy 15
23 45 M lt frontal glioma lt craniotomy 15
24 25 F lt parasagittal meningioma lt craniotomy 14
25 49 M RT FP LESION rt craniotomy 15
26 32 M rt frontal glioma rt frontal craniotomy 15
27 25 M lt lateral ventricle tumour lt frontal craniotomy 14
28 41 F septal glioma rt pericoronal craniotomy 14
29 33 M lt thalamic lesion lt PO craniotomy 13
30 42 F rt frontal glioma rt frontal craniotomy 14
31 32 M lt frontal glioma lt frontal craniotomy 13
32 62 M lt temporal glioma lt craniotomy 15
33 42 F Colloid cyst rt precoronal craniotomy 14
34 39 M lt parietal meningioma lt craniotomy 15
35 34 F lt FT glioma lt craniotomy 15
36 46 F pineal tumour rt PO craniotomy 14
37 42 M lt frontal glioma lt frontal craniotomy 15
38 35 M rt lateral ventricle tumour rt pterional craniotomy 14
39 18 F pineal rt PO craniotomy 15
40 35 M lt lateral ventricle tumour lt frontal craniotomy 14

#VALUE! #VALUE!

#VALUE! #VALUE!

number of males 20
Number of females 20
Number of extubations- OT 15
Number of extubations- ICU 25
% OF ICU extubations



GCS (admit) time of study Extubation Side

14 120 OT lt
15 130 OT rt
15 145 ICU lt
15 160 ICU rt
15 125 ICU lt
15 120 ICU rt
15 150 ICU rt
14 60 OT rt
15 145 ICU lt
15 120 ICU rt
15 120 OT rt
15 140 OT rt
15 150 ICU rt
15 160 ICU rt
15 120 ICU rt
15 90 OT lt
14 60 OT rt
15 90 OT rt
15 100 ICU rt
14 120 ICU rt
15 90 OT rt
15 100 ICU rt
15 160 ICU lt
15 140 ICU lt
15 120 ICU rt
15 160 ICU rt
14 150 ICU lt
15 180 ICU rt
14 100 OT lt
15 180 ICU rt
15 120 OT lt
15 120 OT lt
15 140 OT rt
15 100 OT lt
15 100 OT lt
15 100 ICU rt
15 120 ICU lt
14 140 ICU rt
14 150 ICU rt
14 160 ICU lt

#VALUE! 140.00
#VALUE!

#VALUE! #VALUE!



Av_Ips_TCD_0_PSV Av_Ips_TCD_0_EDV Av_Ips_TCD_0_MFV Av_Ips_TCD_0_PI

96.50 46.50 67.00 0.80
83.00 27.50 47.50 1.15
85.00 33.00 52.50 1.00
53.00 22.00 34.00 0.85
81.00 30.00 47.50 1.24
99.50 24.00 46.00 1.70
68.00 31.00 44.50 0.80
70.00 31.50 47.00 0.85
76.00 22.00 44.00 1.25
74.50 30.00 49.50 0.90
61.50 29.00 42.00 0.75
95.50 46.00 62.50 0.85
64.00 35.00 41.50 0.83
65.50 31.00 43.50 0.75
69.00 29.50 48.50 0.90
84.50 29.00 55.50 0.95
62.50 33.00 45.00 0.65
64.00 29.00 40.00 0.85
61.50 28.00 41.00 0.75
61.50 24.50 37.50 1.00
96.00 46.00 67.00 0.90
84.50 29.00 55.50 0.95
68.00 29.00 48.00 0.80

114.00 58.00 79.00 0.70
85.50 35.50 56.00 0.90
58.25 22.00 41.00 0.90

103.00 51.00 74.00 0.70
117.50 61.00 84.00 0.70

84.00 36.50 52.50 0.90
76.00 30.00 49.50 0.90
62.00 24.00 35.00 1.05
65.50 24.50 41.50 0.95
84.00 38.50 56.50 0.80
68.00 31.00 44.50 0.80
74.50 30.00 49.50 0.90
84.00 36.00 52.50 0.90
76.00 30.00 49.50 0.90

103.00 51.00 74.00 0.70
117.50 67.00 92.00 0.60
101.00 48.50 71.50 0.65



Av_Ips_TCD_30_PSV Av_Ips_TCD_30_EDV Av_Ips_TCD_30_MFV Av_Ips_TCD_30_PI

91.50 44.50 64.50 0.70
82.50 31.00 47.50 1.10
83.00 34.00 51.00 0.90
53.50 23.50 32.50 0.95
86.00 30.00 52.50 1.10

108.50 36.00 57.50 1.30
78.00 24.50 48.00 1.09
84.00 38.50 56.50 0.80
76.50 21.50 43.50 1.30
62.00 26.00 40.00 0.94
47.00 22.50 32.50 0.75

106.50 43.50 64.50 0.90
78.50 26.50 51.50 0.90
76.50 23.50 47.00 1.05
60.50 25.00 39.50 0.90
80.50 26.00 51.00 1.00
61.00 33.50 44.50 0.55
73.50 31.00 48.50 0.85
47.00 22.00 31.50 0.75
69.50 23.00 40.50 1.05
91.50 44.50 64.50 0.80
80.50 26.00 51.00 1.00
67.00 26.50 47.00 0.80

110.00 55.00 79.00 0.70
82.00 30.00 51.00 0.90
63.00 25.00 40.00 1.00
91.50 42.00 65.50 0.65

118.00 48.00 79.00 0.95
76.50 28.00 42.50 1.00

103.00 51.00 74.00 0.70
68.00 25.00 35.50 1.20
59.00 24.50 35.00 0.95
70.00 31.50 47.00 0.85
78.00 24.50 48.00 1.00
63.00 26.00 45.00 0.90
76.50 28.00 42.50 1.00
74.00 34.50 51.00 0.80
91.50 42.00 65.50 0.65

115.00 57.00 75.50 0.75
93.50 44.50 68.00 0.75



Av_Ips_TCD_60_PSV Av_Ips_TCD_60_EDV Av_Ips_TCD_60_MFV Av_Ips_TCD_60_PI

67.50 28.00 44.00 0.85
77.50 27.50 46.50 1.05

101.50 42.00 64.00 0.95
48.50 20.00 27.50 1.05
73.50 32.00 46.00 1.20

108.50 28.50 51.50 1.50
61.50 23.00 39.00 0.96
68.50 29.00 41.50 0.95
72.50 24.50 39.50 1.30
61.00 20.50 37.00 1.12
46.00 23.00 32.00 0.75

101.00 43.00 61.00 1.00
60.50 33.50 43.50 0.95
60.50 22.50 38.50 0.95
60.00 20.00 36.00 1.00
78.00 28.00 50.00 0.95
64.00 33.00 43.50 0.70
56.50 23.00 35.00 0.90
46.00 23.00 32.00 0.75
63.50 24.00 38.00 1.10
82.50 39.00 55.00 0.90
78.00 28.00 50.00 0.95
66.00 26.00 42.00 0.75

109.00 55.00 79.00 0.70
84.00 33.00 54.50 0.85
63.00 30.00 42.00 0.75
91.50 38.00 57.50 0.70
99.50 40.00 64.00 0.95
70.00 27.00 41.00 1.00
91.50 42.00 65.50 0.70
72.00 24.00 36.00 1.10
66.50 24.00 41.00 1.00
68.00 30.00 42.00 0.85
63.00 23.00 40.00 0.95
61.00 22.00 41.00 1.00
70.00 27.00 41.00 0.95
76.00 30.00 49.50 0.90
91.50 38.00 57.50 0.70

114.50 57.00 75.00 0.80
80.50 34.00 65.50 0.70



Av_Con_TCD_0_PSV Av_Con_TCD_0_EDV Av_Con_TCD_0_MFV Av_Con_TCD_0_PI

72.00 29.50 47.50 0.85
93.00 30.00 53.00 1.15
90.00 43.00 59.50 0.80
66.50 33.50 44.50 0.80
84.00 31.00 50.00 1.03
99.50 38.50 59.00 0.95
53.50 22.00 35.00 0.85
74.50 38.00 51.50 0.70
97.00 30.00 58.50 1.10
80.00 36.50 60.00 0.60
54.50 25.00 35.00 0.80
83.00 41.00 55.00 1.00
55.00 25.50 37.50 0.90
52.50 21.00 34.50 0.85
83.00 33.50 51.00 0.80

118.00 44.00 78.00 0.90
67.50 39.50 49.00 0.60
61.00 23.00 35.00 0.75
55.00 25.00 35.50 0.80
88.50 34.50 50.50 1.05
79.00 35.00 54.00 1.00

117.50 44.00 78.00 1.00
75.00 25.00 42.00 0.80

112.00 62.50 82.50 0.60
81.00 33.50 54.50 0.85
54.00 23.50 44.50 0.90

118.00 80.50 103.50 0.50
111.00 47.50 67.00 0.95

86.50 40.50 57.00 0.85
71.00 25.00 44.00 1.00
57.50 24.00 33.00 0.95
85.50 36.00 55.00 0.85
74.50 38.00 52.00 0.70
57.50 23.00 38.00 0.85
81.00 36.50 64.00 0.60
86.00 40.50 57.00 0.85

103.00 51.00 74.00 0.70
91.50 42.00 65.50 0.70
81.50 44.50 59.00 0.60

103.00 48.50 71.50 0.65



Av_Con_TCD_30_PSV Av_Con_TCD_30_EDV Av_Con_TCD_30_MFV Av_Con_TCD_30_PI

66.00 30.00 43.50 0.85
90.00 31.00 52.50 1.10
84.00 34.00 48.50 0.95
63.00 29.50 41.00 0.80
83.00 29.50 47.00 1.10

100.00 24.00 51.00 1.75
57.50 22.50 38.00 0.89
68.00 30.50 46.50 0.80
95.00 28.00 56.50 1.15
84.50 33.50 52.00 0.83
46.50 24.00 34.00 0.65
86.00 43.00 58.00 0.90
54.00 22.00 30.50 1.15
56.00 23.00 38.00 0.85
81.50 35.00 55.50 0.70
98.00 33.00 64.50 1.00
60.50 32.00 41.50 0.65
58.50 21.50 34.50 0.95
46.50 24.00 34.00 0.70
88.50 32.00 50.00 1.10
76.00 35.00 48.50 0.90

100.00 38.00 66.00 1.00
72.00 25.00 45.00 0.80

117.50 62.00 84.00 0.70
78.50 29.50 56.00 0.90
62.50 24.00 41.50 1.00

116.50 62.50 96.00 0.60
111.00 44.50 67.50 0.95

91.00 36.00 54.00 1.00
81.50 34.00 52.00 0.85
66.00 24.50 35.00 1.15
91.50 37.00 55.50 0.80
67.50 32.00 48.00 0.80
58.50 21.00 36.50 0.95
84.50 34.00 56.00 0.85
91.50 36.00 54.00 1.00
91.50 42.00 65.50 0.70

103.00 51.00 74.00 0.70
80.50 45.00 59.00 0.65
91.50 42.50 66.00 0.65



Av_Con_TCD_60_PSV Av_Con_TCD_60_EDV Av_Con_TCD_60_MFV Av_Con_TCD_60_PI EVD

68.00 32.00 45.50 0.75 1
86.50 29.00 50.50 1.10 1
70.00 31.50 46.50 0.85 1
59.50 26.00 36.50 0.95 1
80.50 28.50 47.50 1.10 1

102.50 25.50 47.50 1.55 1
60.00 22.00 37.00 1.00 1
48.50 22.50 34.00 0.75 1
73.50 18.00 41.50 1.30 1
81.00 38.50 57.50 0.75 1
59.75 30.50 40.50 0.72 1
89.00 42.00 58.00 1.00 1
52.00 24.00 30.50 1.15 2
59.00 21.50 36.00 0.95 1
81.50 38.50 63.00 0.65 1

102.00 37.00 65.50 0.95 1
58.00 29.00 39.00 0.70 2
56.50 24.00 38.00 0.80 2
49.50 24.00 34.00 0.75 1
78.50 30.00 47.00 1.05 2
78.00 33.00 48.50 0.90 1

100.00 34.50 64.00 1.00 1
65.00 29.00 44.00 0.70 1

109.00 49.00 72.00 0.70 1
77.00 33.00 48.50 0.90 1
58.00 25.50 40.00 0.80 1

110.50 56.50 74.50 0.65 2
98.00 42.50 65.50 0.80 2
79.00 31.50 50.50 1.00 2
74.00 34.50 51.00 0.80 1
60.00 24.00 34.50 1.00 1
78.00 33.50 48.00 1.00 1
56.00 30.50 41.00 0.75 1
55.00 22.00 35.00 0.85 1
81.50 38.50 57.50 0.75 1
79.00 31.50 50.50 1.00 2
80.50 34.00 52.50 0.85 1
80.50 34.00 65.50 0.70 2
80.50 38.50 58.00 0.75 2
91.50 40.00 61.00 0.70 1



ICP_0 ICP_30 ICP_60 CPPm_0 CPPm_30 CPPm_60 CPPm1_0 CPPm1_30 CPPm1_60

9 9 7 104 85 88 103 100 93

8 4 2 87 88 87 89 93 97
16 16 15 72 70 69 76 74 74

21 18 16 57 60 56 56 62 66

10 5 4 74 73 62 74 78 80
12 11 10 101 96 84 99 98 100
20 20 18 62 59 60 62 64 61

16 15 13 66 64 65 66 69 66

12 10 7 72 68 69 72 74 76
6 3 2 86 84 82 85 86 87



T_PA_0_HR T_PA_0_SBP T_PA_0_DBP T_PA_0_MAP T_PA_30_HR T_PA_30_SBP

76 120 63 80 80 118
70 128 56 77 72 120
94 127 66 85 113 122

108 135 85 104 120 124
90 126 71 80 92 124

101 128 59 77 109 123
66 130 62 85 65 129
89 130 96 112 89 135
68 168 73 113 66 164
70 168 89 120 75 167
78 112 91 101 77 119
65 144 87 114 60 129
81 160 93 112 85 150
68 132 64 86 67 131
99 126 57 76 106 120
72 130 80 102 74 134
88 133 79 97 92 132

110 135 74 92 109 134
77 111 90 100 76 117
95 110 63 77 97 116
86 130 70 90 90 128
72 130 81 102 74 134
78 119 90 99 83 112
81 110 66 78 92 124
62 115 60 84 65 116
88 172 96 118 83 170
87 122 70 84 87 124
52 160 85 111 53 156
98 110 68 82 100 123
89 134 61 82 88 133
79 106 56 72 83 107
59 138 78 90 61 131
79 129 86 100 79 130
76 130 61 85 75 129
70 148 80 102 75 147
97 118 68 82 100 123
82 134 60 82 85 134
83 122 70 84 87 124

103 128 72 91 102 124
83 121 69 84 87 124



T_PA_30_DBP T_PA_30_MAP T_PA_60_HR T_PA_60_SBP T_PA_60_DBP T_PA_60_MAP

62 80 83 120 63 80
50 68 72 124 50 70
65 82 114 120 60 78
89 102 122 117 83 96
74 85 92 114 67 77
60 78 107 120 61 78
62 85 67 130 66 86
89 107 92 139 95 115
69 107 66 165 69 108
90 120 85 168 94 120
84 97 84 110 70 87
88 109 63 130 89 108
85 109 87 147 80 100
64 86 69 132 66 87
59 77 105 118 59 76
81 102 73 129 75 98
79 97 92 134 82 99
70 90 110 135 71 89
83 96 84 110 70 86
65 80 97 113 65 82
72 91 93 130 73 91
81 102 73 129 75 98
89 100 84 110 70 87
75 85 95 118 75 85
58 80 69 111 60 78
88 115 82 176 95 120
70 83 83 123 72 84
82 109 56 160 82 110
73 84 101 118 68 79
60 81 93 124 61 78
61 73 96 100 59 70
72 88 66 130 75 87
85 99 84 120 80 93
66 86 77 130 62 85
82 102 85 140 79 98
73 84 101 110 68 79
60 82 86 124 60 78
70 84 87 123 72 83
70 89 108 128 69 89
70 84 87 123 71 82



T_Tr_0_HR T_Tr_0_SBP T_Tr_0_DBP T_Tr_0_MAP T_Tr_30_HR T_Tr_30_SBP

76 121 63 80 80 112
70 128 58 77 78 114
94 126 66 85 113 111

108 133 85 104 120 129
90 127 72 81 91 115

101 118 55 72 106 118
66 130 62 85 65 125
89 128 96 112 89 130
68 166 70 113 66 158
70 168 89 120 75 157
78 114 88 101 80 119
65 144 87 114 60 123
81 160 93 113 83 138
68 132 64 86 67 127
99 116 54 71 104 116
73 126 82 101 72 130
89 130 75 95 90 127

108 131 69 88 109 134
77 115 86 100 80 119
95 110 64 78 96 104
86 131 74 93 90 122
73 126 82 101 72 130
78 114 88 101 80 119
90 113 68 89 93 106
62 115 62 84 65 107
86 174 87 116 83 163
88 121 74 84 86 118
50 164 86 113 53 156
98 112 69 82 100 110
89 135 62 88 88 134
79 106 60 72 83 103
60 132 76 88 61 128
79 130 89 104 79 128
77 130 63 85 75 125
70 148 84 103 75 137
98 112 69 82 100 110
82 135 62 88 85 134
88 121 74 84 86 118

103 128 73 92 102 124
88 120 74 84 86 118



T_Tr_30_DBP T_Tr_30_MAP T_Tr_60_HR T_Tr_60_SBP T_Tr_60_DBP T_Tr_60_MAP

58 75 83 111 52 71
54 65 80 112 45 60
55 72 114 113 54 70
72 88 122 114 70 86
66 75 90 108 63 74
54 70 107 110 50 65
55 80 64 123 53 79
89 104 92 130 85 103
65 102 66 154 60 98
94 109 85 156 79 108
75 94 84 104 70 84
84 102 62 112 74 92
81 94 86 137 75 95
57 81 66 125 54 79
52 68 105 108 50 65
80 101 74 124 69 94
72 92 92 122 71 89
66 86 109 127 66 84
75 94 92 102 68 82
60 78 95 105 58 72
65 84 93 121 62 82
80 101 75 125 70 94
75 94 84 108 70 85
62 90 77 106 69 75
52 75 68 103 50 70
81 110 81 161 79 107
68 78 83 107 54 66
75 107 51 143 70 94
69 79 101 111 70 78
60 87 93 125 58 80
57 70 96 100 55 69
70 86 66 128 70 85
82 98 84 118 78 92
55 80 78 123 52 79
79 97 85 136 78 97
69 79 101 111 70 78
60 81 86 125 58 80
68 78 85 107 64 76
67 87 108 123 64 84
68 78 85 107 64 76



NIRS__Ips_0 NIRS__Ips_30 NIRS__Ips_60 NIRS__Con_0 NIRS__Con_30 NIRS__Con_60

75 77 74 70 70 70
62 61 60 62 61 60
63 59 60 64 56 57
60 56 56 72 72 69
67 68 67 71 70 68
69 69 69 58 56 53
62 60 61 61 61 61
71 72 72 70 70 72
68 72 71 68 71 72
68 71 72 68 72 71
79 82 81 73 75 81
86 89 87 88 86 87
66 68 68 69 70 70
60 58 58 61 61 61
68 71 71 68 71 70
72 74 73 70 71 70
80 79 79 78 76 74
67 66 66 62 62 61
79 82 81 75 75 77
60 60 59 67 68 67
75 77 74 71 72 71
72 74 73 70 71 70
79 82 81 73 75 77
60 62 61 60 62 61
68 68 68 63 62 63
84 82 81 82 83 82
84 82 81 82 83 82
79 78 79 77 77 76
72 70 69 66 66 65
77 74 73 72 70 69
80 84 86 79 80 79
57 59 59 60 63 61
71 72 72 70 70 72
81 81 81 82 80 81
68 71 72 68 72 71
61 61 60 68 66 67
72 70 69 77 75 75
77 74 73 72 70 69
72 70 70 73 72 71
72 70 69 77 74 73



CPPe_0 CPPe_30 CPPe_60 ICPe_0 ICPe_30 ICP_60

69.52 65.74 59.18 10 9 9
58.58 56.42 49.48 18 9 9
67.43 62.00 59.94 18 10 10
81.29 77.63 76.55 23 10 9
65.16 56.86 65.48 16 18 11
51.57 57.83 49.97 20 12 6
73.21 54.83 60.59 12 15 15
89.06 84.87 85.98 23 19 17
70.50 64.41 74.78 22 21 20
86.73 84.85 73.84 22 20 19
83.74 79.08 74.38 16 15 10
97.90 82.79 78.85 16 17 9

109.30 62.37 87.16 14 10 8
75.29 54.50 60.17 11 15 15
57.19 57.04 50.11 14 10 6
66.77 65.49 66.64 22 21 20
83.67 83.26 81.52 11 9 7
77.80 68.97 69.20 10 15 13
82.29 79.65 72.94 18 14 9
64.96 58.30 59.47 13 6 6
77.85 71.95 72.15 15 10 10
66.77 65.49 66.64 24 18 22
75.02 67.00 66.62 10 11 15
79.34 76.66 66.22 17 15 9
67.25 58.12 56.39 22 20 14
76.24 82.75 90.43 20 18 12
71.89 64.02 57.62 12 12 8
96.06 79.01 72.75 11 10 11
71.01 66.05 65.37 9 9 10
67.33 73.96 65.30 20 15 15
63.37 63.30 60.00 19 9 9
65.95 74.20 63.76 22 12 11
84.87 79.68 79.71 19 18 12
73.21 54.83 59.43 12 20 12
76.42 70.04 66.05 25 22 21
70.23 66.05 65.37 12 11 12
67.33 68.79 62.48 21 18 11
71.89 64.02 64.23 12 11 12
81.00 79.68 77.84 11 7 6
70.98 65.04 53.45 13 13 12
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